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CHAPTER 5  

UNIT 1 Outcome1 

In Unit 1 you are to redevelop an existing product. The first steps in the product design 

process will be: 

5.1. Selecting your product 

5.2. Analysing your original product 

5.3. Applying creative and critical thinking. 

5.4. Redesign and modify the original product to improve function, construction, aesthetics, 

longevity and end of life disposal strategy. 

 

Activity 1: 
 
You are to source an existing used furniture/timber product eg a chair or pedestal for 
UNIT 1 research. You may find one at home or on the nature strip to conduct your 
research and investigation on. You will also be required to bring it with you to school 
within the first week of in 2023. 

Below are examples of where you may sources an existing product. 

 

                 

Selection 1- from home                     Selection 2  - hard rubbish                    Selection 3 

 
This item will serve as the basis for your reverse engineering, re-design, investigation, processes, and 
procedures that will lead to the design of your product. 
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ACTIVITY 2 

Analysis of the original product: 

Identify and list the characteristics of the product you have chosen and enter it into the table below 
 

Plus= list min 5 good things about this 
product 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paste or sketch a picture of your product here. 

Minus= list min of 10 things you could 
improve upon to increase functionality, 
aesthetics, materials etc. 
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Description: 
 
Size: 
 
 
Color: 
 
 
Materials: 
 
 
Fittings/hardware 
 
 
Quality 
 
 
Joins  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

List a min of 5 Interesting 
features or functions on your 
selected product that inspires 
your future design. 
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Sustainability: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

1.2. Identify if this is a one off design or high-volume production and a reason for your answer. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
1.3. Name 4 joining techniques used during the assembly of this item.  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
1.4. Research and recommend 3 types of surface finishes that could replace the current finish you are 
observing and state one characteristic of each. 

 

Recommended surface finish Advantages  
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1.5. List at least 5 changes you could introduce to modify the current product to improve the function 
and aesthetics.  

 Recommended change Why  
 

1   
 

2   
 

3   
 

4   
 

5   
 

6   
 

7   
 

 
1.6. Develop a series of annotated  pencil sketches to illustrate your ideas of the new improved 
design of the item you have decided on. 

 
 
Sketch 1 
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Sketch 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sketch 3 
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AREA OF STUDY 1 HOW DO CELLS FUNCTION?

1 Cellular structure and
function

KEY KNOWLEDGE

In this topic you will investigate:

Cellular structure and function

• cells as the basic structural feature of life on Earth, including the distinction between
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells

• surface area to volume ratio as an important factor in the limitations of cell size and the need
for internal compartments (organelles) with specific cellular functions

• the structure and specialisation of plant and animal cell organelles for distinct functions,
including chloroplasts and mitochondria

• the structure and function of the plasma membrane in the passage of water, hydrophilic and
hydrophobic substances via osmosis, facilitated diffusion and active transport.

Source: VCE Biology Study Design (2022–2026) extracts © VCAA; reproduced by permission.

PRACTICAL WORK AND INVESTIGATIONS

Practical work is a central component of learning and assessment. Experiments and
investigations, supported by a practical investigation eLogbook and teacher-led videos,
are included in this topic to provide opportunities to undertake investigations and communicate
findings.
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1.1 Overview
Numerous videos and interactivities are available just where you need them, at the point of learning, in your
digital formats, learnON and eBookPLUS at www.jacplus.com.au.

1.1.1 Introduction

FIGURE 1.1 Tardigrades, or water bears,
demonstrate the resilience of life on Earth —
found across our planet, from the deep sea, to
mud volcanoes, to icy Antarctic waters, they have
even survived exposure to outer space.

Life is amazing. It exists in so many different forms.
It is only known to exist on Earth and yet, is searched
for throughout the cosmos. But what is it about life that
makes it so extraordinary? Is it that all living things
can move, grow and reproduce, passing attributes from
parent to offspring? Or is it that life exists in so many
different places, some more hospitable than others?
Could it be that all life, no matter its shape, size or
habitat, is made up of the same basic structural
unit — the cell?

Cells are fascinating. They let some substances in but
not others. They can have different compartments,
which allow them to make all of the molecules that
are required for an organism to function, communicate
and defend itself from attack. It is this sophisticated
functioning of each and every cell in an organism that
is necessary for continued life on our planet.

LEARNING SEQUENCE

1.1 Overview ....................................................................................................................................................................................................4
1.2 Cells — the basic unit of life ...............................................................................................................................................................5
1.3 Limitations to cell size ........................................................................................................................................................................17
1.4 Organelles ...............................................................................................................................................................................................24
1.5 The plasma membrane ......................................................................................................................................................................53
1.6 Review ......................................................................................................................................................................................................78

Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook eWorkbook — Topic 1 (ewbk-2290)

Practical investigation eLogbook Practical investigation eLogbook — Topic 1 (elog-0156)

Digital documents Key science skills — VCE Biology Units 1–4 (doc-34648)
Key terms glossary — Topic 1 (doc-34649)
Key ideas summary — Topic 1 (doc-34660)
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1.2 Cells — the basic unit of life

KEY KNOWLEDGE

• Cells as the basic structural feature of life on Earth, including the distinction between prokaryotic and
eukaryotic cells

Source: VCE Biology Study Design (2022–2026) extracts © VCAA; reproduced by permission.

1.2.1 Cell theory

FIGURE 1.2 Dracula simia, or monkey orchid, is an epiphytic
orchid native to the mountains of South-eastern Ecuador,
where it is found at altitudes of around 2000 m.

Living organisms can exist only where:
• an energy source is available that can be

trapped and utilised by an organism for
metabolic processes that maintain its living
state

• liquid water is available to allow
biochemical reactions to occur, and to
dissolve chemicals and transport them both
within cells and to and from cells

• the chemical building blocks required for
life are available for use by an organism in
cellular repair, growth and reproduction.
These chemical building blocks include
carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen,
and each is able to form chemical bonds
with other elements. Carbon, in particular, is the most versatile chemical building block, as it can bond with
many other elements, forming a variety of complex biomolecules, including long chains.

• stable environmental conditions exist within the range of tolerance of an organism, such as pressure,
temperature, light intensity, pH and salinity.

organism any living creature

Where these conditions are met, living organisms can use energy to perform the complex set of chemical
transformations (metabolic activities) within their cells that sustains their living state. These activities include
not only capturing energy but also taking up nutrients and water, as well as removing wastes, so that their
internal environment is kept within narrow limits.

All living things share the following attributes, remembered through the acronym MRS GREND.
M — movement: have some level of self-powered movement
R — respiration: the conversion of carbohydrates to a usable energy form (ATP)
S — sensitivity to stimuli: the response of an organism to its environment (e.g. plants responding to light, animals

responding to external temperatures by sweating, shivering)
G — growth: an irreversible change in mass
R — reproduction: production of offspring, passing attributes from one generation to the next
E — excretion of wastes: produce wastes, such as dead cells or urine, that need to be removed
N — nutrition: intake of food or nutrients
D — DNA: the molecule that codes for the production of proteins

TOPIC 1 Cellular structure and function 5
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cell basic functional unit of all
organisms

cell theory theory that all living
things are made of cells

Although life on Earth exists in many different forms, all life forms share one
common feature — they are made up of cells. This is the idea that underpins cell
theory, developed in 1839.

The three tenets of cell theory

1. All organisms are composed of cells.
2. The cell is the basic unit of structure and organisation in organisms.
3. All cells come from pre-existing cells.

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE: Development of c ell t heory — a joint effort!

Cell theory, like many other scientific theories, is derived from the work of many scientists and inventors.
Organisms are built of one or more cells. Cells, with only a very few exceptions, are too small to be seen with
an unaided eye. Their existence was not recognised until after the development of the first simple microscopes.
This enabled the first observations of cells to be made in the 1660s. However, the recognition of cells as the basic
unit of life did not occur until almost 200 years later.

Cell theory is credited to three scientists:
• Matthias Schleiden observed that all plants were composed of cells.
• Theodor Schwann observed that animal cells were also made up of cells.
• Rudolf Virchow observed that cells only come from other cells.

This work would not have been possible without the invention of the microscope. Many scientists have been
credited with the development and improvement of the microscope: Zacharias Janssen, who was credited with
inventing the first compound light microscope; Galileo Galilei, who improved the compound microscope; Robert
Hooke, who was the first to describe a cell (figure 1.3a and b); and Anton van Leeuwenhoek, who first described
bacteria as ‘animalcules’ (figure 1.3c and d). Leeuwenhoek built a simple microscope where the specimen was
placed on top of the pin, the microscope was held up to the eye and the specimen was viewed through a quartz
lens just 2 mm wide.

FIGURE 1.3 a. The microscope built by Robert Hooke that he used to make his first observations of ‘little
compartments’, or cells b. The first drawing made by Hooke in 1665 of ‘cells’ from a thin piece of cork.
Were these living cells? c. The simple microscope built by Leeuwenhoek d. Some of Leeuwenhoek’s ‘little
animacules’

a. b. c.c. d.

6 Jacaranda Nature of Biology 1 VCE Units 1 & 2 Sixth Edition
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1.2.2 Basic structure of a cell

All cells consist of three components:
• a cell membrane — controls what enters and exits the cell
• nuclear material — the instructions for all processes and structures made by the genetic material,

usually DNA
• cytosol — the fluid environment within the cell

1.2.3 Prokaryotic cells and eukaryotic cells

prokaryote any cell or organism
without a membrane-bound
nucleus

eukaryote any cell or organism
with a membrane-bound
nucleus

membrane-bound organelle an
organelle that has a membrane
surrounding it

organelle any specialised
structure that performs a
specific function

nucleus in eukaryotic cells,
membrane-bound organelle
containing the genetic material
DNA

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
nucleic acid containing the four
bases — adenine, guanine,
cytosine and thymine — which
forms the major component
of chromosomes and contains
coded genetic instructions 

bacteria a group of prokaryotes
that can reproduce by binary
fission

archaea a group of
prokaryotes that live in extreme
environments; also known as
extremophiles

There are two main classes of cells: prokaryotes and eukaryotes. They are distinguished by the absence or
presence of membrane-bound organelles (see subtopic 1.4).

A prokaryote is a single-celled organism that has no membrane-bound organelles. This means that they have no
nucleus, so their deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is free-floating in the cell. Life is thought to have started with
the prokaryote. Two different classification groups fit into this category: bacteria and archaea.

Eukaryotic cells encompass the four other classification groups: plants, animals, fungi and protists. They all have
membrane-bound organelles.

Organelles are specialised structures within a cell. Often, but not always, they have a membrane (or two) around
them that controls what moves into and out of the organelle. This membrane creates an internal environment
in the organelle that can be different to that of the cell cytosol. This becomes important when we delve into the
functions of each of these organelles (subtopic 1.4).

FIGURE 1.4 Classification of organisms is based on cell type. Note that in
some classification schemes, an additional kingdom of Chromista is included
with the eukaryotes, and protozoa is included instead of protista.

Prokaryote

Archaea

(Domain)

Eukaryote

Eukaryota

(Domain)

Protista

(Kingdom)

Plantae

(Kingdom)

Fungi

(Kingdom)

Animalia

(Kingdom)

Bacteria

(Domain)

All organisms

Has 
membrane-

bound
organelles

Has no
membrane-

bound
organelles

TOPIC 1 Cellular structure and function 7
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Prokaryotic cells
On average, prokaryotic cells are about ten times smaller than plant and animal cells.

The general features of a prokaryotic cell (figure 1.5) are as follows:

capsule polysaccharide layer
outside the cell membrane for
protection

cell wall semi-rigid structure located
outside the plasma membrane in
the cells of plants, algae, fungi and
bacteria

cell (plasma) membrane partially
permeable boundary of a cell
separating it from its physical
surroundings; boundary controlling
entry to and exit of substances from
a cell

ribosome organelle containing
RNA that is the major site of protein
production in cells

plasmid small ring of DNA found in
prokaryotes

cytosol the aqueous part of the cell

• Capsule — made of polysaccharides
• Cell wall — made of peptidoglycan
• Cell (plasma) membrane — controls which substances move into and out of the cell
• Large, circular DNA — free-floating in the cell
• Ribosomes — synthesise proteins
• Plasmids — smaller pieces of DNA
• Cytosol — water environs that everything floats in.

The role of these features will be discussed further in subtopic 1.4. Note: Not all prokaryotic cells possess pili or
flagella.

FIGURE 1.5 A generalised diagram of a prokaryotic cell. Prokaryotes lack
membrane-bound organelles but do possess a cell membrane.

Flagella

(for propulsion)

Plasma membrane

(encloses cytoplasm)

Cell wall

(provides rigidity)
Capsule

(sticky coating)

Ribosomes

(synthesise

proteins)

Nucleoid

(contains single

circular bacterial

chromosome)

Pili

(attachment

structures)

Eukaryotic cells
In comparison to the simple architecture of the prokaryotic cell, eukaryotic cells have a more elaborate internal
structure owing to the presence of many membrane-bound organelles. Table 1.1 summarises the difference
between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. Figure 1.6 demonstrates this contrast.

TABLE 1.1 Comparison of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells

Feature Prokaryote Eukaryote

Size Small: typically ~1–2 µm diameter Larger: typically in range 10–100 µm

Chromosomes Present as single circular DNA
molecule

Present as multiple linear DNA molecules

Ribosomes Present: small size (70S) Present: large size (80S)

Plasma membrane Present Present

Cell wall Present and chemically complex Present in plants, fungi and some protists, but
chemically simple; absent in animal cells

Membrane-bound
nucleus

Absent Present

Membrane-bound
cell organelles

Absent Present; e.g. lysosomes, mitochondria

Cytoskeleton Absent Present

8 Jacaranda Nature of Biology 1 VCE Units 1 & 2 Sixth Edition
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FIGURE 1.6 The organisational difference between eukaryotic and prokaryotic cellsThe organisational difference between eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells

Ribosomes

Nucleus

(contains DNA)

Golgi

apparatus

Plasma

membrane

Mitochondria

Cytoplasm
Lysosome

Cytoplasm

Plasma

membrane

DNA

Cell wall
Endoplasmic

reticulum

Ribosomes

Capsule

Prokaryotic cellEukaryotic cell

EXTENSION: The difference between archaea and bacteria

extremophile microbe that
lives in extreme environmental
conditions, such as high
temperature and low pH

Until the 1970s there was only one recognised kingdom of prokaryotes — the kingdom Monera. However, due
to the work of Carl Woese (1928–2012) and his colleagues at the University of Illinois in comparing genes at a
molecular level (initially ribosomal RNA), it was found that there are significant differences between members of
the archaea and the bacteria. These differences were enough to increase the number
of domains recognised. Archaea are more similar to eukaryotes, having three RNA
polymerases (the enzyme that joins RNA molecules together), whereas members
of the bacteria domain only have one. Archaea that can survive in extreme
environments are often termed extremophiles.

SAMPLE PROBLEM 1 Identifying bacterium cells
tlvd-1737

A student is given samples that contain different cells, as shown in the images.

Cell A Cell B

Which cell (A or B) corresponds to the bacterium? Explain your answer. (2 marks)

TOPIC 1 Cellular structure and function 9
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THINK WRITE

Consider the features of each cell to determine
which is a bacterium (prokaryote).

Cell A:
• contains no visible compartments
• has free-floating DNA (not in a nucleus).
It must be a prokaryote.

Cell B:
• contains visible compartments
• therefore, has organelles.
It must be a eukaryote.

• Cell A is the bacterium (1 mark).
• Cell A has no membrane-bound organelles, which

is a key feature of prokaryotes (1 mark).

TIPS:

• When explaining your answer to questions, use the definition to support your answer.
• Keep answers concise by answering in dot point format. The number of marks can indicate

how many dot points you should have.

1.2.4 Cell size
Cells are limited in size by their ability to exchange substances with their environment. Therefore, the size and
shape of cells vary greatly depending on the organism and the cell’s function.

microscopic anything that is not
visible to the naked eye and requires
a microscope to view it

Cells are typically microscopic. Only a few single cells are large enough to be seen with an unaided human
eye — for example, human egg cells with diameters of about 0.1 mm and the common amoeba (Amoeba
proteus), a unicellular organism with an average size ranging from 0.25 to 0.75 mm. (You would see an amoeba
as about the size of a full stop on this page.) Contrast this with one of the smallest bacteria, Pelagibacter ubique,
consisting of a cell of just 0.2 μm diameter. How many of these bacteria could fit across an amoeba that is
0.5 mm wide?

FIGURE 1.7 Diagrams, at increasing levels of magnification, showing cells, cell organelles and viruses. Note the
extreme differences in size. Each diagram zooms in on the previous diagram.

b.

Mitochondrion

4 × 0.8 μm

Yeast cellE. coli bacterium

3 × 0.6 μm

Red blood

cell
Human egg

130 μm

Sperm cell

60 × 5 μm

a.

Yeast cell

3 × 4 μm

Skin cell

30 μm

Red blood cell

8 μm

c.

Mitochondrion

Ribosome

30 nm

In�uenza virus

130 nm

Measles virus

220 nm

HIV

130 nm
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Table 1.2 shows some typical cell sizes. Cell size can be used to help you define what type of cell you have.

TABLE 1.2 Comparison of cell size based on cell type

Cell type Cell class Size range

Bacterial/microbial Prokaryote 0.4 to 5 μm

Plant Eukaryote 10 to 400 μm

Animal Eukaryote 10 to 130 μm

CASE STUDY: Legionnaire’s disease, the bacterial invasion of cells

FIGURE 1.8 Transmission electron
microscope (TEM) image of a lung
fibroblast infected with bacterial cells

Microbial cells are relatively much smaller than the cells of animals
and plants, so some animal bacterial infections can involve the
invasion of bacterial cells into the cells of the host, where they
multiply.

Figure 1.8 shows a human lung fibroblast with numerous bacterial
cells (small dark circular and ovoid shapes) in a single cell. The
bacteria are Legionella pneumophila, the cause of several infections
in people, including Legionnaires’ disease.

This image highlights the size difference between microbial cells
and the cells of animals (and plants).

SAMPLE PROBLEM 2 Identifying types of cells
tlvd-1738

A laboratory technician has accidently mixed up her samples of cells before she has labelled them.
The biology teacher takes this as an opportunity to see what the students have learnt so far by asking
them to try to identify the samples. They know that they have a plant sample, an animal sample and a
bacterium sample. The students take careful photos under ×400 magnification.

Cell A Cell B Cell C

a. Which cell is the bacterial cell? Explain your response. (2 marks)

TOPIC 1 Cellular structure and function 11
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The teacher tells the students that that one of the eukaryotic cells is a human cheek cell, which
averages 60 µm, and the other is an onion skin cell, which averages around 400 µm.

b. Using this information, which cell is likely to be the plant cell? (2 marks)

THINK WRITE

a. 1. Cells A and B have a nucleus.
Therefore, they have membrane-bound
organelles. They must be eukaryotes.

As both A and B contain a nucleus, they must be
eukaryotes (1 mark).

2. Cell C does not have a visible nucleus.
It is the prokaryote.

Cell C is the bacterial cell as it does not have a
visible nucleus. It is a prokaryote (1 mark).

b. Cell A is bigger than cell B. Cell A is the plant cell (1 mark).

The onion skin cell (400 µm) is significantly
bigger than the human cheek cell (60 µm).

At the same magnification it is significantly larger
than cell B, making it more likely to be the
plant cell (1 mark).

1.2.4 Cell shapes
Cells come in a variety of shapes and their shapes are reflective of their functions.

For example:
• Neurons (figure 1.9a) have a long axon, allowing electrical signals to be transferred over large distances

quickly. This enables quick responses like reflex actions.
• The concave shape of a red blood cell (figure 1.9f) increases its surface area, allowing greater uptake of

oxygen.

FIGURE 1.9 Examples of variations in cell shape: a. star-shaped b. spherical c. columnar d. flat e. elongated
f. disc-shaped g. cuboidal

Star-shaped (e.g. motor

neuron cells)

Elongated (e.g. human

smooth muscle cells)

Disc-shaped (e.g. human red blood cells) Cuboidal (e.g. human kidney cells)

Spherical (e.g. egg cells) Columnar (e.g. gut cells) Flat (e.g. skin cells)

a. b. c. d.

e. f. g.

12 Jacaranda Nature of Biology 1 VCE Units 1 & 2 Sixth Edition
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Microbial cells also vary in shape (figure 1.10). Note that some bacteria are rod-shaped, such as the gut-dwelling
bacterium Escherichia coli; some are corkscrew-shaped, such as Borrelia burgdorferi, the causative agent of
Lyme disease; while others are more or less spherical, such as Streptococcus pneumoniae, the cause of many
infections, including pneumonia.

FIGURE 1.10 Bacterial cells come in many shapes. Some are a. rod-shaped bacilli (singular = bacillus),
b. spiral-shaped and c. spherical cocci (singular = coccus).

2.2 μm

a.

2.5 μm

b.

2.9 μm

c.

The shape of a cell enables it to have a specific function.

Changing shape
Not all cells have a fixed shape. For example, some cells are able to move actively, and these self-propelled
cells do not have fixed shapes because their outer boundary is their flexible plasma membrane. So, as these cells
move, their shapes change.

Examples of cells capable of active self-propelled movement include:
• cancer cells that migrate into capillaries and move around the body when a malignant tumour undergoes

metastasis (see figure 1.11a). The thread-like protrusions (known as filopodia) that fold out from the plasma
membrane of cancer cells make the cells self-mobile, so they are able to migrate from a primary tumour
and invade other tissues.

• white blood cells that can squeeze from capillaries into the surrounding tissues where they travel to attack
infectious microbes

• amoebas as they move across surfaces (see figure 1.11b).

FIGURE 1.11 a. Cancer cells. Note the many threadlike projections (filopodia) that enable these cells to be mobile,
or self-propelling. The ability to move is an important factor in the spread of a malignant cancer. b. Outlines
showing the changing shape of an amoeba as it moves

a.

1

4 5

2 3

b.

Some cells have a rigid cell wall, which means that changing shape is impossible, but this does not mean that
they can’t move.

TOPIC 1 Cellular structure and function 13
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Moving around
cilia in eukaryote cells, whip-like
structures formed by extensions of
the plasma membrane involved in
synchronised movement; singular =
cilium

flagella whip-like cell organelles
involved in movement; singular =
flagellum

As discussed previously, some cells can change shape as they move. But how do cells
with a fixed shape move? These cells have appendages such as cilia and flagella (see
section 1.4.3).

FIGURE 1.12 a. Flagellum on Euglena b. Cilia on Paramecium

Direction of motion

Direction of motiona. Flagellum

b. Cilia

elog-0774
INVESTIGATION 1.1

Cells under the microscope

Aim

To observe differences between prokaryotes and eukaryotes under the microscope

Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Worksheet 1.1 Exploring cells (ewbk-7186)

Video eLesson Living organisms are made of cells (eles-4165)

KEY IDEAS

• For life to survive in a place, there are a set of conditions that need to be met:
• energy source
• liquid water
• building blocks to make necessary molecules
• stable environment.

• Cells are the basic structural and functional units of life.
• Cells are typically too small to be seen by an unaided eye.
• The unit of measurement used for cell size is the micrometre (μm), one millionth of a metre.
• Microbial cells are much smaller than plant and animal cells.

14 Jacaranda Nature of Biology 1 VCE Units 1 & 2 Sixth Edition
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• Prokaryotes (archaea and bacteria) differ from eukaryotes in that they have no internal compartments, called
organelles.

• Archaea are also known as extremophiles as they live in extreme environments.
• Cells have different shapes that meet their function.
• Movement of the cell membrane enables some cells to change shape and to move through a watery

environment.
• Cilia and flagella are appendages that allow movement of certain cell types.

1.2 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. A downloadable solutions file is also available in the resources tab.

1.2 Quick quiz 1.2 Exercise 1.2 Exam questions

1.2 Exercise

1. Outline the three tenets of cell theory.
2. Several different types of cells have cell walls: bacteria, fungi and plants. How would the composition of the

cell wall help to determine if an unknown cell is bacterial?
3. Skin epidermal cells have a flattened shape (see figure 1.9d). How does this shape enable their function as

barrier for the body?
4. A student is given samples of different cells. These are shown in the images provided.

Sample A Sample B

a. Which of the cells, A or B, is the eukaryote? Explain your response.
b. How would each of these cells move through their environment?

5. Students are asked to determine the cell types of three cell samples. They carefully measure each cell under
the microscope and make note if there are internal compartments visible. They record the following results.

TABLE Cell sample sizes and observations

Cell size (μm)

Cell sample 1 2 3 Average Compartments
visible?

X 47 49 55 50 Yes

Y 100 150 70 110 Yes

Z 5 4 5 5 No

Based on this information, identify the likely cell types of X, Y and Z, giving reasons for your decision. Ensure
you use the evidence from the table to justify your conclusions.

TOPIC 1 Cellular structure and function 15
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1.2 Exam questions

Question 1 (1 mark)

MC An example of a prokaryotic organism is

an amoeba.A. a Paramecium.B.
a bacterium.C. an Euglena.D.

Question 2 (1 mark)

MC Eukaryotic cells

all have cell walls.A. can be found in fungi.B.
contain plasmids.C. have large vacuoles.D.

Question 3 (2 marks)

Discuss two features of the cell shown that suggest that it is a prokaryotic cell.

Question 4 (2 marks)

In our blood there are different cell types. The photograph shows a human blood smear.

Consider the cell labelled A.

Cell type B

Blood

Cell type A

a. Describe what is unusual about this cell. 1 mark
b. Explain why cell type B is a different size and shape to cell type A. 1 mark

Question 5 (2 marks)

A multicellular organism may consist of many different types of cells rather than many cells of the same type.
Explain how this may be an advantage for the multicellular organism.

More exam questions are available in your learnON title.
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1.3 Limitations to cell size
KEY KNOWLEDGE

• Surface area to volume ratio as an important factor in the limitations of cell size and the need for internal
compartments (organelles) with specific cellular functions

Source: VCE Biology Study Design (2022–2026) extracts © VCAA; reproduced by permission.

1.3.1 Substance movement limits cell size

Surface area to volume ratio
Why are cells microscopically small? Would it be more efficient to have a larger macroscopic unit to carry out
cellular processes rather than many smaller units occupying the same space?

Every living cell must maintain its internal environment within a narrow range of conditions, such as pH and the
concentrations of ions and chemical compounds. At the same time, a cell must carry out a variety of functions
that are essential for life. These functions include trapping a source of energy; obtaining the chemical building
blocks needed for cellular repair, growth and reproduction; taking up water and nutrients; and removing wastes.

The cell’s essential functions rely on the plasma membrane to allow a constant exchange of material between the
cell and the external environment.

The plasma membrane must:
• enable enough exchange between the external and internal environments to support these life functions
• ensure the exchange of materials occurs at rates sufficient to deliver substances fast enough into cells to

meet their nutrient needs, and remove wastes fast enough from the cells to avoid their accumulation.

cytoplasm formed by cell
organelles, excluding the
nucleus, and the cytosol

surface area to volume ratio
a measure that identifies the
number of units of surface area
available to ‘serve’ each unit of
internal volume of a cell, tissues
or organism

A critical issue in keeping a cell alive is the surface area of plasma membrane available to supply material to or
remove wastes from the metabolically active cytoplasm of the cell.

The surface area to volume ratio (SA : V) is a measure of the critical balance between the surface area
available for substance exchange and the volume of the cell.

The surface area of a cube is given by the equation:

SA= 6L2

where L = the length of one side of the cube.

The volume of a cube is given by the equation:

V=L3

Examine figure 1.13. Note that as the cubes increase in size, their volumes enlarge faster than their surface areas
expand. As the side length doubles, the surface area increases by a factor of 4 but the volume increases by a
factor of 8. This is reflected in a decrease in the SA : V ratio as the cube grows bigger.

This generalisation applies to other shapes; that is, the SA : V ratio of a smaller object is higher than that of a
larger object with the same shape. The higher the SA : V ratio, the greater efficiency of two-way exchange of
materials across the plasma membrane; that is, efficient uptake and output of dissolved material is favoured by a
high SA : V ratio.
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The same principle applies to cells:
• As cells increase in size through an increase in cytoplasm, both their surface areas and volumes increase,

but not at the same rate.
• The internal volumes of cells expand at a greater rate than the areas of their plasma membrane. Therefore,

the growth of an individual cell is accompanied by a relative decrease in the area of its plasma membrane.

FIGURE 1.13 The surface area (SA) and volume (V) of cubes with increasing side lengths (L). As a cube increases
in size, the volume and surface area increase, but the surface area to volume ratio decreases.

Length of side 1

Surface area 6

Volume 1

SA : V 6 : 1

2

24

8

3 : 1

3

3

54

27

2 : 1

4

96

64

1.5 : 1

(3 : 2)

4

2

1

How SA : V ratios limit cell size
• As the volume of a cell increases, the metabolic needs of the cell increase.
• These needs can only be met by an increase in the inputs and outputs of materials across the plasma

membrane.
• This increase in materials can only increase in proportion to the cell’s surface area. The increase in the

surface area is always less than the increase in the volume.
• Therefore, as a cell increases in volume, its metabolic needs increase faster than the cell’s ability to

transport the materials into and out of the cell to meet those needs.

As cells increase in size, the continued decrease in SA : V ratio places an upper limit on cell size.

This is the one clue as to why metabolically active cells are so small.

Additionally, the rate at which nutrients enter and wastes leave a cell generally is inversely proportional to the
cell size, as measured in metabolically active cytoplasm; in other words, the larger the cell, the slower the rate of
movement of nutrients into and wastes out of a cell. Beyond a given cell size, the two-way exchange of materials
across the plasma membrane cannot occur fast enough to sustain the volume of the cell’s contents. If that cell is
to carry out the functions necessary for living, it must divide into smaller cells or die.

Compensating for the decrease in SA : V ratio
Compare the surface areas of a clenched fist with that of an outspread hand in figure 1.14. Both the clenched
fist and the hand with outstretched fingers have the same volume of tissue. However, the hand with outstretched
fingers has a much greater surface area as compared with the clenched fist. If these were cell shapes, which cell
would be more efficient in the exchange of materials into and out of the cell with the external environment?
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FIGURE 1.14 The presence of fingers
greatly increases the surface area of the
hand.

FIGURE 1.15 TEM image showing
a section through part of two cells
from the lining of the small intestine.
Note the multiple folds of the plasma
membranes.

The cells that function in the absorption of digested nutrients from your small intestine compensate for this
decrease in SA : V ratio with increasing size in the same way as the hand in figure 1.14. They greatly increase
their surface area with only a minimal increase in cell volume by extensive folding of the plasma membrane
on the cell surface that faces into the gut lumen (figure 1.15). These folds are termed microvilli (singular =
microvillus). A single cell lining the small intestine may have up to 10 000 microvilli on its apical surface
facing into the gut lumen. Surfaces of other cells with either a major absorptive or secretory function also show
microvilli.

SAMPLE PROBLEM 3 Surface area to volume ratios of cells
tlvd-1739

There are (broadly) two types of blood cells in the body. Red blood cells are responsible for the uptake
of oxygen as they pass through the lungs and delivery of this oxygen to where it is needed around the
body. A red blood cell is typically around 6 μm in size. A white blood cell is typically three times
larger and has a role in the defence against diseases that infect the body.
a. Assuming that both these cells are spherical and the SA :V is given by 1 ∶ 3

r , where r is the radius of
the cell, calculate the surface area to volume ratio for each of these cells. (2 marks)

b. Explain the impact of this difference in surface area to volume ratio between red blood cells and
white blood cells. (2 marks)

THINK WRITE

a. 1. A red blood cell (RBC) is 6 µm in diameter.
So, it has a radius of 3 µm.
We can use the SA : V ratio formula given in the
question.
Remember to show calculations to demonstrate
understanding of process.

The surface area to volume ratio (SA : V) of the
red blood cell:

SA : V (RBC) = 1 ∶ 3

r

= 1 ∶ 3

3
= 1 ∶ 1 (1 mark)
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2. A white blood cell (WBC) is three times
larger than the RBC.
Determine the radius of the WBC and use
the SA : V ratio formula given in the
question.
Remember to acknowledge
abbreviations.

Radius (WBC) = 3× 3𝜇m
= 9𝜇m

SA : V (WBC) = 1 ∶ 3

r

= 1 ∶ 3

9
= 1 ∶ 0.33 (1 mark)

b. The SA : V is significantly larger in the RBC
than the WBC.
This would allow faster uptake and removal
of substances by the RBC than the WBC.
Consider the roles of the RBCs and WBCs in
the body.
• RBCs uptake oxygen for transport around

the body.
• WBCs have a role in defence of the body

against illness.
Remember to refer back to the stem of the
question in your response.

The SA : V is significantly larger in the RBC than
the WBC (1 mark).
This would allow faster uptake and removal of
substances like oxygen by the RBC than the
WBC, which would enable the RBCs function
of transporting oxygen around the body (1 mark).

CASE STUDY:
Sea anemone — increasing the SA : V ratio in an organism FIGURE 1.16 Anemones

have a high SA : V ratio.

Surface area to volume ratio considerations apply not only to individual cells
but also to entire organisms; for example, the sea anemone (figure 1.16) has
many thin tentacles, each armed with stinging cells — these provide a greatly
increased surface area for gaining nutrients for the whole animal (as compared
with a single flat sheet of cells).

elog-0776
INVESTIGATION 1.2

What limits the size of cells?

Aim

To examine the effects of the surface area to volume ratio by modelling the movement of material into cells
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Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Worksheet 1.2 Surface area to volume ratio (ewbk-7188)

KEY IDEAS

• The metabolic needs of a cell are determined by its metabolically active cytoplasmic volume.
• The ability of a cell to meet its metabolic needs is determined by the surface area of the cell.
• As a cell increases in size, its internal volume expands at a greater rate than the area of its plasma membrane.
• The surface area to volume ratio (SA : V) of a smaller object is higher than that of a larger object with the same

shape.
• The continued decrease in SA : V ratio as metabolically active cells increase in size places an upper limit

on cell size.

1.3 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. A downloadable solutions file is also available in the resources tab.

1.3 Quick quiz 1.3 Exercise 1.3 Exam questions

1.3 Exercise

1. Why is cell size limited?
2. Identify three ways in which surface area to volume ratio (SA : V) can be increased.
3. The following graph shows the SA : V ratio of cuboidal cells.

Surface area to volume ratio of cuboidal cells

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1 2 3 4 5 6

Side length (cm)

S
A

 :
 V

a. Describe the relationship between side length and SA : V ratio.
b. What does an SA : V ratio of 3 tell you?
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4. Two cells (P and Q) have the same volume, but the surface area of cell P is ten times greater than that of
cell Q.
a. Placed in the same environment, which cell would be expected to take up dissolved material at a greater

rate? Why?
b. What might reasonably be inferred about the shapes of these two cells?
c. Which measure — surface area or volume — determines the rate at which essential materials can be

supplied to a cell? Explain.
d. Which measure — surface area or volume — determines the needs of a cell for essential materials?

Explain.
e. Briefly explain why the SA : V ratio provides a clue as to why cells are microscopically small.

5. The human skin cell is approximately 30 μm in diameter. Its primary role is to prevent infection. Motor neuron
cells are responsible for carrying electrical messages from the brain to muscles to make them move. This
process involves the fast movement of sodium and potassium ions along the length of the cell. They can be
around 1 m (1 000 000 μm) in length and 4 μm in diameter.
a. Assuming that the skin cells are cubes and the motor neuron cells are rectangular prisms, compare the

SA : V ratios of these cells.
b. How does the SA : V ratio help these cells meet their function?

1.3 Exam questions

Question 1 (1 mark)

MC The size of a cell is limited by its
A. surface area.
B. volume.
C. surface area to volume ratio.
D. mass.

Question 2 (1 mark)

MC Consider the following four shapes.

P Q R S

The shape with the largest surface area to volume ratio would be
A. P.
B. Q.
C. R.
D. S.
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Question 3 (1 mark)

MC The following cells all have the same volume.

W

X

Y

Z

W

X

Y

Z

The cell with the smallest surface area to volume ratio is
A. W.
B. X.
C. Y.
D. Z.

Question 4 (2 marks)

A diagram showing the shape of three different cells is shown.

Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3

Choose which of the three cells would be most suitable for absorption of materials into the cell. Explain your
choice.

Question 5 (1 mark)

Cells are usually microscopic in size. Explain why cells remain very small in size.

More exam questions are available in your learnON title.
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1.4 Organelles

KEY KNOWLEDGE

• The structure and specialisation of plant and animal cell organelles for distinct functions, including
chloroplasts and mitochondria

Source: VCE Biology Study Design (2022–2026) extracts © VCAA; reproduced by permission.

1.4.1 Inside the cell
There are a multitude of different reactions that occur in every cell, from DNA replication to cellular respiration.
Each reaction can require slightly different conditions for the reaction to occur at its optimal rate. So how does a
cell meet all these requirements? The cell is divided into compartments, called organelles, that have very specific
functions and therefore will have internal environments that optimise that function.

The organelles in plant and animal cells are located within a fluid region of the cell called the cytosol. The
organelles — excluding the nucleus — together with the cytosol form the cytoplasm of a cell. The organelles
we will examine are summarised in table 1.3.

TABLE 1.3 Summary of cell organelles

Organelle Found in Function/feature

Ribosome Prokaryotes
Eukaryotes

• Found in all cells
• The site of protein synthesis, using the genetic code from the

nucleus

Nucleus Eukaryotes • Enclosed within double membrane (nuclear envelope)
• Contains the cell’s DNA
• Controls DNA replication during cell division
• Repairs genetic material
• Initiates gene expression
• Controls metabolic activities of a cell
• Contains nucleolus

Mitochondria Eukaryotes • Main site of ATP production for energy (through cellular respiration)

Endoplasmic
reticulum (ER)

Eukaryotes • Transport system within cells
• Protein modification (rough ER)
• Lipid synthesis and storage, and detoxification (smooth ER)

Golgi apparatus Eukaryotes • Package and export of substances out of cell

Lysosome Eukaryotes • Vesicle filled with digestive enzymes
• Breakdown of non-functioning cell organelles and substances

Peroxisome Eukaryotes • Breakdown of substances toxic to the cell

Cytoskeleton Eukaryotes • Support and strength for the cell

Centriole Eukaryotes —
animals

• Part of cytoskeleton
• Role in cell division

Chloroplasts Eukaryotes —
photosynthetic
species (such as
plants)

• Convert energy from the Sun using photosynthesis

(continued)
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TABLE 1.3 Summary of cell organelles (continued)

Organelle Found in Function/feature

Vacuole Eukaryotes — plants • Storage of nutrients and mineral salts
• Waste disposal
• Large and central in plant cells

Cell wall Most prokaryotes
Eukaryotes —
plants, algae and
fungi

• Provides protection, shape and support to the cell

1.4.2 Ribosomes: an organelle for all cells
Ribosomes are found in all cells. They lack a membrane and are extremely small — about 0.03 μm in diameter.

The function of a ribosome is to convert a code from the nucleus (messenger RNA or mRNA) into a functional
protein.

ribosomal RNA (rRNA)
ribosomal ribonucleic acid;
synthesises proteins and is
the primary component of
ribosomes

messenger RNA (mRNA)
single-stranded RNA formed by
transcription of a DNA template
strand in the nucleus; mRNA
carries a copy of the genetic
information into the cytoplasm

proteins macromolecules built
of amino acid sub-units and
linked by peptide bonds to form
a polypeptide chain

Ribosomes are made of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and proteins. These form two
sub-units that lock together around the messenger RNA (mRNA) (the code for
the protein from the nucleus of the cell), as shown in figure 1.18, and convert it to
a chain of amino acids to form a functional protein (figure 1.19).

endoplasmic reticulum cell
organelle consisting of a system
of membrane-bound channels
that transport substances within
the cell

Ribosomes are small, but are numerous in the cell. They are found either free-
floating in the cytoplasm or, in eukaryotes, attached to the membrane of the
endoplasmic reticulum (see section 1.4.3). Proteins made by ribosomes attached
to the endoplasmic reticulum are generally for export from the cell, whereas those
made by the free-floating ribosomes are generally proteins used within the cell.

FIGURE 1.17 Diagram of a eukaryotic animal cell; the ribosomes are highlighted
in green

Ribosomes
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FIGURE 1.18 Ribosomes are made of two
sub-units that lock together.

FIGURE 1.19 A ribosome locks around
mRNA to convert it into a polypeptide chain
of amino acids, which will later become a
functional protein.

mRNA

Cell

Nucleus

tRNA

Ribosome

Amino acid

Protein

The importance of proteins
The polypeptide chain of amino acids assembled at the ribosomes is folded into a three-dimensional shape to
make a functional protein.

Cells make a range of proteins for many purposes. For example, development of human red blood cells in the
bone marrow manufacture of haemoglobin, an oxygen-transporting protein; manufacture of the contractile
proteins, actin and myosin, by the muscle cells; and manufacture of the hormone insulin and digestive enzymes,
including lipases by different cells of the pancreas.

EXTENSION: Protein production

FIGURE 1.20 Translation: mRNA is converted into a
chain of amino acids.

Messenger RNA Ribosome

Transfer RNA

Amino acid

Arg
Ser

A
rg

Asp

GUCAGA

A G A U C U G G UA C C

U
UC

G
C

A

Adenine (A) Uracil (U)Guanine (G) Cytosine (C)

The production of proteins is a particularly important
process in cells. This process is split into two main
stages — transcription and translation.

Protein production is an extension concept for
the Units 1 & 2 course but is examinable in the
Units 3 & 4 course.

To access more information on this extension
concept please download the digital document.

Resourceseses
Resources

Digital document Extension: Protein production
(doc-35857)
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1.4.3 Organelles for eukaryotes
Eukaryotes are defined as having membrane-bound organelles, compared to prokaryotes that have none. The
membrane-bound organelles shown in figure 1.21a are found in all eukaryotic animal cells and the membrane-
bound organelles shown in figure 1.21b are found in all eukaryotic plant cells.

FIGURE 1.21 Membrane-bound organelles found in all eukaryotic a. animal cells and b. plant cells
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b. Plant cell

Nucleus: the control centre

FIGURE 1.22 Diagram of a eukaryotic animal
cell; the nucleus is highlighted in red

Nucleus

Nucleolus

Cells have a complex internal organisation and are able to
carry out many functions. The centre that controls these
functions in the cells of animals, plants and fungi is the
nucleus (see figure 1.22).

The nucleus is the defining feature of eukaryotic cells and
it is a distinct spherical structure that is enclosed within
a double membrane, known as the nuclear envelope (or
nuclear membrane). The nuclear envelope is perforated
by protein-lined channels called nuclear pore complexes
(NPCs) (see figure 1.23). In a typical vertebrate animal
cell, there can be as many as about 2000 NPCs that control
the exchange of materials between the nucleus and the
cytoplasm. Large molecules are transported into and out of
the nucleus via the NPC nuclear pore complexes. Molecules
that move from the nucleus to the cytoplasm include RNA
and ribosomal proteins, while large molecules that move into
the nucleus from the cytoplasm include proteins.

nuclear envelope membrane
surrounding the nucleus of a
eukaryotic cell

nuclear pore complex (NPC)
protein-lined channel that
perforates the nuclear envelope

The most important molecule housed in the nucleus is the
genetic material DNA. The DNA is usually dispersed within
the nucleus. During the process of cell reproduction, however, the DNA becomes
organised into a number of rod-shaped chromosomes. The nucleus also contains
one or more large inclusions known as nucleoli (singular = nucleolus) (see
figure 1.24).
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FIGURE 1.23 False-coloured
TEM image of part of the nuclear
envelope of a liver cell. The inner
membrane (top blue) and the
outer membrane (brown) are both
visible. The rounded pores on the
membrane allow large molecules to
exit the nucleus and move into the
cytosol.

All cells have the same complement of DNA (except for reproductive
cells), but the set of genes expressed in one type of cell differentiates
these cells from cells of another type. For example, smooth muscle
cells express the genes for the contractile proteins actin and myosin.
These genes are silent in salivary gland cells that express the gene for
the digestive enzyme amylase. Both cells, however, express the genes
concerned with essential life processes, such as those involved with
cellular respiration.

The nucleus houses the genetic material and the functions of the
nucleus include:

• control of DNA replication during cell division
• repair of the genetic material
• initiation of gene expression
• control of the metabolic activities of a cell by regulating which

genes are expressed.

Nucleolus

nucleolus a small, dense, spherical
structure in a nucleus that is
composed of RNA and produces
rRNA

ribonucleic acid (RNA) type of
nucleic acid consisting of a single
chain of nucleotide sub-units that
contain the sugar ribose and the
bases A, U, C and G

The nucleolus (plural = nucleoli) is composed of ribonucleic acid
(RNA). The nucleolus is not enclosed within a membrane. The function
of the nucleolus is to produce the ribosomal RNA (rRNA) that forms part
of the ribosomes. It is often darker in appearance when stained and viewed
under a light microscope.

FIGURE 1.24 Liver cells (hepatocytes) seen with
a light microscope. Their nuclei show a very large
nucleolus stained in red.

EXTENSION: Cells with multiple nuclei

Textbook diagrams typically show a cell as having a single nucleus. This is the usual situation, but it is not always
the case. Some liver cells have two nuclei. Your bloodstream contains very large numbers of mature red blood
cells, each with no nucleus. However, at an earlier stage — as immature cells located in your bone marrow —
these cells did have a nucleus. Given the function of red blood cells, can you think of any advantage that the
absence of a nucleus might give to them? Skeletal muscle is the voluntary muscle in your body that enables you
to stand up, pick up a pen or kick a soccer ball. Skeletal muscle consists of long fibres that are formed by the
fusion of many cells. Such structures contain many nuclei and are said to be multinucleate.
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SAMPLE PROBLEM 4 Compare the nucleus and the nucleolus
tlvd-1740

Compare the differences between the nucleus and the nucleolus. (2 marks)

THINK WRITE

TIP: In compare questions, it is useful to use a
table to show the differences.
Remember, the nucleolus is part of the nucleus
and is responsible for making rRNA, which
makes up part of the ribosomes.
Nucleus contains DNA in the form of
chromosomes.
The nucleus controls the conversion of these
genes into proteins.

Nucleus Nucleolus

Enclosed in a
membrane

Not enclosed in a
membrane

Contains DNA Contains ribosomal
RNA (rRNA)

Controls gene
expression

Produces rRNA

(1 mark for nucleus, 1 mark for nucleolus)

Mitochondria: the powerhouse of the cell

FIGURE 1.25 Diagram of a eukaryotic
animal cell; the mitochondria are
highlighted in brown

Mitochondrion

Living cells are using energy all the time. In eukaryotic cells,
energy production occurs mainly in the cell organelles known as
mitochondria (singular = mitochondrion, from the Greek, mitos =
thread; chondrion = small grain; figure 1.25). The readily useable
form of energy for cells is the chemical energy present in the
compound known as adenosine triphosphate (ATP) (figure 1.26).
The supplies of ATP in living cells are continually being used and so
must continually be replaced.

Plant and animal cells produce ATP in the process of cellular
respiration.

Features of cellular respiration:
• A series of biochemical reactions that, in the presence of oxygen,

transfer the chemical energy of sugars to the energy in chemical
bonds in ATP. ATP is the readily useable form of energy for cells
(see Extension box).

• Part of the process occurs in the cytosol but this series of
reactions (glycolysis) produces only a small amount of ATP.

• The stages that occur in the mitochondria and make use of
oxygen produce the greatest amounts of ATP — more than
95 per cent of the total yield — and this is why mitochondria
are often referred to as the ‘powerhouses’ of the cell.

mitochondria in eukaryotic
cells, organelles that are the
major site of ATP production;
singular = mitochondrion

adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
the common source of chemical
energy for cells

cellular respiration process of
converting the chemical energy
of food into a form usable by
cells, typically ATP

The function of the mitochondrion is to convert chemical energy
(glucose) into a usable form (ATP).

Mitochondria cannot be seen using a light microscope, but can easily be seen with
an electron microscope. Each mitochondrion has a smooth outer membrane and
a highly folded inner membrane (figure 1.27). Note that this structure creates two
compartments within a mitochondrion. Carriers embedded in the folds or cristae
(singular = crista) of the inner membrane are important in cellular respiration
(see Extension box).
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FIGURE 1.26 Chemical structure of adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Note the three phosphate groups in this
molecule, hence tri- (= 3) phosphate.
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The number of mitochondria in different cell types varies greatly. In general, the more active the cell, the greater
the number of mitochondria in that cell. For example, liver cells have one to two thousand mitochondria per cell.
In contrast, mature red blood cells have no mitochondria. The difference between these two cell types is that the
liver is a vital organ and its cells carry out various functions related to digestion, immunity, and the storage and
release of nutrients, all of which require an input of energy. Red blood cells, however, are effectively just bags of
haemoglobin that are carried passively around the bloodstream and therefore have low energy needs.

FIGURE 1.27 a. Diagram of a mitochondrion showing its two membranes. Which is more highly folded: the outer or
the inner membrane? b. False-coloured scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a section through a mitochondrion
(pink) c. TEM of a mitochondrion (78 000× magnification); m = mitochondrion, cm = cell membranes (plasma
membrane)

a.

Intermembrane
space

Inner membrane Matrix
Outer 
membrane

b. c.

m
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EXTENSION: Cellular respiration

Cellular respiration involves the conversion of chemical energy (glucose) to a usable form (ATP), summarised in
the provided diagram.

Cellular respiration is an extension concept for the Units 1 & 2 course but is examinable in the Units 3 & 4 course.

To access more information on this extension concept please download the digital document.
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C6H12O6

Glucose Oxygen Carbon dioxide Water

ADP + Pi

6O2+ +6CO2 6H2O

Energy

in the form

of ATP

Resourceseses
Resources

Digital document Extension: Cellular respiration (doc-35858)

SAMPLE PROBLEM 5 Writing a hypothesis and a conclusion
tlvd-1741

Different cells have different energy requirements. A cardiac muscle cell requires energy to contract
and expand to pump blood around the body. Liver cells have three main roles: detoxification of toxins
in the body; synthesis of proteins involved in blood clotting, and bile for digestion; and storage of
glycogen (carbohydrates) and fat-soluble vitamins A, D, E and K. Skin cells provide a barrier between
the internal and external environment of the organism.
a. Write a hypothesis predicting the relative number of mitochondria in different

cell types. Include a comparative statement for each of the three cell types. (2 marks)
b. An experiment was conducted to investigate the relationship between the number

of mitochondria and the cell’s energy output. Below is the data collected for the three
different cell types.
Write a suitable conclusion based on your hypothesis. (2 marks)
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THINK WRITE

a. A hypothesis is a testable statement that links the
independent variable (cell type) with the dependent
variable (number of mitochondria in the cell).
Recall that cells with a higher energy requirement will
require more mitochondria to convert chemical energy
to useable energy (ATP).
Consider the roles of skin, liver and heart cells:
• Skin cells have the lowest energy requirement as

they are the least active of the cells.
• Liver cells have a higher energy requirement as

making molecules requires energy.
• Heart cells are constantly moving, so they require

the most energy.

If the energy requirements of a cell is
increased then the number of
mitochondria will increase (1 mark).
Cardiac muscle cells will have the
greatest number of mitochondria,
followed by liver cells, followed by skin
cells (1 mark).

b. Analyse the graph carefully.
• Identify the independent variable (x-axis).
• Identify the dependent variable (y-axis).

Remember to outline the relationship between the
independent variable and the dependent variable and state
whether the hypothesis is supported or not supported.

It was found that as the number of
mitochondria increases, so does the
energy production of the cell (1 mark).
The hypothesis was supported (1 mark).

Endoplasmic reticulum FIGURE 1.28 Diagram of a eukaryotic
animal cell; the endoplasmic
reticulum is highlighted in purple

Endoplasmic

reticulum

The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is an interconnected system of
membrane-enclosed flattened channels (figures 1.28 and 1.29).
Where the ER has ribosomes attached to the outer surface of its
channels, it is known as rough endoplasmic reticulum. When
there are no attached ribosomes, it is referred to as the smooth
endoplasmic reticulum. The rough ER and the smooth ER are
separate networks of channels and they are not physically connected.

Both the rough ER and the smooth ER are involved in transporting
different materials within cells, but they are not passive channels like
pipes. As well as their roles in internal transport within a cell, the
rough ER and the smooth ER have other important functions.

TIP: When referring to the endoplasmic reticulum for the first
time in your writing, ensure you use the full name, with the
acronym in parentheses. After that point, you may then use the
acronym ER. If you are answering exam questions, you should
write the full name out in each question (as different assessors
may mark each question).

rough endoplasmic reticulum
endoplasmic reticulum with
ribosomes attached

smooth endoplasmic reticulum
endoplasmic reticulum without
ribosomes
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Rough ER

FIGURE 1.29 False-coloured SEM image
showing the channels of rough ER (pink)

Through its network of channels, the rough ER is involved in
transporting some of the proteins to various sites within a cell.
Proteins delivered from the ribosome into the channels of the
rough ER are also processed before they are transported. The
processing of proteins within the rough ER includes:

• attaching sugar groups to some proteins to form
glycoproteins

• folding proteins into their correct functional shape or
conformation

• assembling complex proteins by linking together several
polypeptide chains, such as the four polypeptide chains that
comprise the haemoglobin protein.

The functions of the rough endoplasmic reticulum are internal
transport and protein modification.

Smooth ER

The smooth ER of different cells is involved in the manufacture of
substances, detoxifying harmful products, and the storage and
release of substances.

For example:
• the outer membrane surface of the smooth ER is a site

of synthesis of lipids; these lipids are then enclosed in a
small section of the smooth ER membrane that breaks off
and transports the lipids to sites within the cell, where they
are either used or exported from the cell

• in cells of the adrenal gland cortex and in hormone-
producing glands, such as ovaries and testes, the smooth
ER is involved in the synthesis of steroid hormones; for
example, testosterone

• in liver cells, the smooth ER detoxifies harmful
hydrophobic products of metabolism and barbiturate drugs
by converting them to water-soluble forms that can be
excreted via the kidneys. It stores glycogen as granules
on its outer surface (see figure 1.30) and breaks it down
into glucose for export from the liver.

The importance of both rough and smooth ER in their various
cellular functions is highlighted by the fact that, in an animal
cell, about half of the total membrane surface is part of the
endoplasmic reticulum.

FIGURE 1.30 TEM image of an area of a
liver cell with an abundant supply of smooth
ER (parallel membrane-lined channels). Dark
clusters of glycogen particles (black dots)
are visible around the smooth ER. Also
visible are sections of mitochondria (large
circular shapes).

The functions of the smooth endoplasmic reticulum are lipid
synthesis and storage. It also has a role in detoxification of
harmful substances.
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Golgi apparatus

FIGURE 1.31 Diagram of a eukaryotic
animal cell; the Golgi apparatus is
highlighted in yellow

Golgi

apparatus

Some cells produce proteins that are intended for use outside
the cells where they are formed. Examples include the following
proteins that are produced by one kind of cell and then exported
(secreted) by those cells for use elsewhere in the body:

• the digestive enzyme pepsin, produced by cells lining the
stomach and secreted into the stomach cavity

• the protein hormone insulin, produced by cells in the pancreas
and secreted into the bloodstream

• protein antibodies, produced in special lymphocytes and
secreted at an area of infection.

Golgi apparatus organelle that
packages material into vesicles for
export from a cell (also known as
Golgi complex or Golgi body)

How do these substances get exported from cells? The cell organelle
responsible for the export of substances out of cells is the Golgi
apparatus, also known as the Golgi complex or Golgi body. The
Golgi apparatus has a multilayered structure composed of stacks of
membrane-lined channels (see figure 1.32).

Proteins from the rough ER that are intended for export must be
transferred to the Golgi apparatus. The pathway for export is
summarised below and in figure 1.33.

• There is no direct connection between the membranes of the ER
and the Golgi apparatus.

• The proteins are shuttled to the Golgi apparatus in membrane-bound transition
vesicles.

• These vesicles are taken into the Golgi apparatus, where the proteins are
concentrated and packaged into secretory vesicles.

• These secretory vesicles break free from the Golgi apparatus and move to the
plasma membrane of the cell where they merge with it, discharging their
protein contents.

FIGURE 1.32 a. False-coloured TEM image of the Golgi apparatus (orange). Note the stacks of flattened
membrane-lined channels with their wider ends that can break free as separate vesicles. b. 3D representation
of the Golgi apparatus. Note the vesicles breaking off from the ends.

a. b.

The function of the Golgi apparatus is to package and export substances.
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FIGURE 1.33 The secretory export pathway for proteins from the rough ER in transition vesicles to the Golgi
apparatus, and then in secretory vesicles to the plasma membrane of the cell, where they merge with the
membrane and discharge their contents.

Vesicles

Vesicles refer to any membrane-bound sac in which substances
are transported around, into or out of a cell.

Some vesicles have specific functions, such as lysosomes and
peroxisomes. These are discussed below.

Lysosomes

FIGURE 1.34 Diagram of a eukaryotic
animal cell; the lysosomes are
highlighted in white

Lysosomes

lysosome vesicle filled with
digestive enzymes

polysaccharides long chains of
sugars joined together to form
large molecules

The cytoplasm of animal cells contains fluid-filled sacs enclosed
within a single membrane, known as lysosomes (from the Greek,
lysis = destruction; soma = body) (see figure 1.34). They are typically
spherical in shape with diameters in the range of 0.2 to 0.8 μm. The
fluid in these cell organelles contains a large number (about 50) of
digestive enzymes that can break down carbohydrates, proteins, lipids,
polysaccharides and nucleic acids. These lysosomal enzymes are only
active in an acidic environment (pH of about 4.8). Lysosomes were
first identified as cell organelles in 1955 by Christian de Duve, a
Belgian cytologist.

A similar function is carried out in plant cells by vacuoles containing
a similar range of enzymes to those in the lysosomes of animal cells.
Some experts call these lysosome-like vacuoles, while others simply
call them plant lysosomes.

A lysosome is a specialised vesicle filled with digestive enzymes.
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FIGURE 1.35 False-coloured SEM image of
a lysosome (green) from a pancreatic cell.
The material inside the membrane wall of the
lysosome is undergoing digestion. Note the
surfaces of the nearby membranes of the ER
(pink) that are covered with ribosomes. Is this
rough ER or smooth ER?

Functions of lysosomes include:
• digestion of some of the excess macromolecules

within a cell. The excess material is delivered to the
lysosome where it is broken down into small
sub-units by specific enzymes, such as proteins to
their amino acid sub-units and polysaccharides
to their sugar sub-units. The sub-units are released
from the lysosome into the cytoplasm where they
can be reused — an example of recycling at the
cellular level.

• autophagy — the breakdown of non-functioning
cell organelles that are old and/or damaged and in
need of turnover (from the Greek, auto = self;
phagy = eating)

• the breakdown of substances, such as bacteria,
brought into the cell by phagocytosis.

Peroxisomes

FIGURE 1.36 Peroxisomes visible with a
fluorescent protein (green)

Another small cell organelle found in the cytoplasm
of both plant and animal cells is the peroxisome.
Peroxisomes were discovered in 1954 from electron
microscopy studies of cell structure. They range in
diameter from about 0.1 to 1.0 μm.

Peroxisomes have a single membrane boundary and
contain a large number of enzymes; about 50 peroxisomal
enzymes have been identified to date, including catalase
and peroxidase.

Peroxisomes carry out several functions in cellular
metabolism, including the oxidation of fatty acids, an
important energy-releasing reaction in some cells.
Peroxisomes also break down substances that are
either toxic or surplus to requirements. For example,
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is produced during normal
cell metabolism. If it is not rapidly broken down, it poisons the cell. The peroxisome enzyme catalase breaks
down hydrogen peroxide to water and oxygen, as shown in the following equation, preventing its accumulation
and toxic effects.

autophagy breakdown by
lysosomes of non-functioning
cell organelles that are old and/or
damaged and in need of turnover

peroxisome small membrane-
bound organelle rich in the enzymes
that detoxify various toxic materials
that enter the bloodstream

2H2O2
catalase−−−−−→2H2O+O2

A peroxisome is a specialised vesicle filled with enzymes that break down substances toxic to the cell.
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EXTENSION: Diseases associated with lysosomes and peroxisomes

FIGURE 1.37 Muscle tissue
affected by Pompe disease
showing glycogen within cell
vacuoles

Defects of lysosome enzymes and peroxisomes cause disruption
of normal cell function. In lysosomes these are known as lysosome
storage diseases, and include Pompe disease, Tay-Sachs disease and
Hurler syndrome. In peroxisomes, a defect in a transport protein causes
adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD).

To access more information on this extension concept please
download the digital document.

Resourceseses
Resources

Digital document Extension: Diseases associated with lysosomes
and peroxisomes (doc-36011)

Weblink Pompe disease

SAMPLE PROBLEM 6 Designing a decomposition reaction
tlvd-1742

Liver cells have a high number of peroxisomes and
therefore when liver is placed in a solution of hydrogen
peroxide, a reaction takes place.
a. What is being produced by this decomposition

reaction? (1 mark)
b. As the concentration of the hydrogen peroxide

increases, the amount of products should increase.
Design an experiment that would determine the effect
of concentration of hydrogen peroxide on rate of
production of oxygen. (4 marks)

THINK WRITE

a. Decomposition means ‘breaking down’. Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) decomposes into water
(H2O) and oxygen (O2) (1 mark).

b. When designing a method, remember to
consider the following:
• Identify the independent variable and how

it will be changed. (The values should be
incremental.)

• Identify the dependent variable (what is
going to be measured).

• Identify what variables/conditions are going
to be controlled. Control variables ensure
the test is fair and valid.

1. Independent variable: concentration of hydrogen
peroxide
Dependent variable: amount of oxygen produced
Controlled variables: amounts of liver and H2O2

solution, time period measured, increments of time
measurement

2. Use four concentrations of hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2): 0.5%, 1%, 1.5% and 2%.

3. Add 5 mL of each concentration of H2O2 to four
test tubes.
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• How will the test be repeated to make it
reliable?

• What result would support the hypothesis?

4. Record the volume of oxygen produced every
20 seconds for 2 minutes.

5. If there was an increase in the rate of oxygen
production with an increase in H2O2 concentration,
the hypothesis is supported (1 mark for
identification of IV and DV, 1 mark for controlled
variables, 1 mark for reproducible and reliable
method, 1 mark for comment related to hypothesis).

Cytoskeleton

cytoskeleton network of filaments
within a cell

Cell organelles are not floating freely like peas in soup. They are supported by the cytoskeleton of the cell. The
cytoskeleton forms the three-dimensional structural framework of eukaryotic cells. The cytoskeleton and its
components are important to cell functioning because they:

• supply support and strength for the cell
• determine the cell shape
• enable some cell mobility
• facilitate movement of cell organelles within a cell
• move chromosomes during cell division.

The cytoskeleton of the cell is a dynamic three-dimensional scaffold in the cell
cytoplasm. Figure 1.38 shows two fluorescent microscope images that reveal the extent
of the cytoskeleton within a cell. Different coloured fluorescent probes denote
different components of the cytoskeleton.

FIGURE 1.38 a. A prize-winning image of eukaryotic cells. The actin filaments (purple) and the microtubules
(yellow) are part of the cytoskeleton of these cells. The nucleus is stained green. Note that the cell on the left
appears to be in the process of dividing. (Image courtesy of Torsten Wittmann). b. Image demonstrating the
3D nature of the cytoskeleton

a.a. b.

5 μm

The function of the cytoskeleton is to provide structure and support for the cell.
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The cytoskeleton has three components, as shown in figure 1.39:
microtubules part of the
supporting structure or
cytoskeleton of a cell, made of
sub-units of the protein tubulin

intermediate filaments
one of the components of
the cytoskeleton of a cell,
composed of protein; they form
a rope-like arrangement and
give mechanical support to cells

microfilaments one of the
components of the cytoskeleton
of a cell; very thin threads
composed of the protein actin;
they allow cells to move and
change in shape

a. Microtubules: Hollow tubes, about 25 nm in diameter with an average
length of 25 μm (but may be much longer); the walls of the tube are
composed of chains of a spherical protein, tubulin (see figure 1.39a).
Microtubules move material within cells and give cilia and flagella their
structure and motion.

b. Intermediate filaments: Tough threads, about 10 nm in diameter, woven in a
rope-like arrangement; composed of one or more kinds of protein, depending
on cell type. For example, in skin cells, intermediate filaments are made
of the protein keratin that is also found in skin and nails (see figure 1.39b).
Intermediate filaments give mechanical support to cells.

c. Microfilaments: Thinnest of threads ranging from 3 nm to 6 nm in diameter;
composed mainly of the spherical protein actin (see figure 1.39c ). Actin
filaments are responsible for the movement of cells.

FIGURE 1.39 Components of the cytoskeleton in eukaryotic cells a. Microtubule (side view above, top view
below). Microtubules are built of the spherical protein tubulin. b. Side view of intermediate filament. Note the
rope-like arrangement. c. Side view of microfilament. The building blocks of microfilaments are the protein actin.

25 nm

Tubulin sub-units

a. Microtubules

10 nm

Tetramer sub-units

b. Intermediate �laments

7 nm

Actin sub-unit

c. Micro�laments

Cilia and flagella
For some unicellular eukaryotes, their ability to move depends on the presence of special cell structures: cilia
and flagella, which share the same basic structure. These were introduced in section 1.2.4. Each cilium and
flagellum are enclosed in a thin extension of the plasma membrane. Inside this membrane are microtubules
arranged in a particular ‘9 + 2’ pattern (see figure 1.40). Each microtubule is composed of 13 protein filaments
forming a circular hollow tube.

• Flagella (singular = flagellum, from the Latin meaning ‘whip’) are generally singular, like a tail, and have a
function in locomotion of some bacteria, some protists and the gametes of eukaryotes (see figure 1.12a).

• Cilia (singular = cilium, from the Latin meaning ‘eyelash’) are shorter than flagella and are more
numerous. They have a variety of roles in different eukaryotes. They beat in a wavelike motion to move
the cell through a watery environment, or to create water currents to move food and oxygen to specialised
organs for uptake in sessile (fixed to one spot) organisms such as clams and sponges (see figure 1.12b).
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FIGURE 1.40 Cross-section through a eukaryotic cilium. Both cilia and flagella have the same arrangement of
microtubules in their structure, with 9 paired microtubules in an outer ring and 2 central microtubules.
A microtubule consists of 13 protein filaments that form a hollow tube.

Cross-section of �agellum or cilium

Microtubules in

cross-section

Plasma

membrane

Protista (protists) a group of
organisms similar in the fact that
they do not fall into any other
kingdom; generally unicellular; can
have aspects of both plant and
animal cells

Plantae a group of organisms
that include land plants and algae.
Cells have a cell wall of cellulose, a
large permanent vacuole and some
contain chloroplasts.

Fungi any of a wide variety of
organisms that have a cell wall
made of chitin and reproduce by
spores, including the mushrooms,
moulds, yeasts, and mildews

Animalia a group of eukaryotic
multicellular organisms whose cells
lack a cell wall

colony several individuals living
together in close association

In the human body, the cells lining the trachea, or air passage, have cilia that project
into the cavity of the trachea. Mucus in the trachea traps dust and other particles and
even potentially harmful bacteria. The synchronised movement of the cilia moves the
mucus up the trachea to an opening at the back of the throat. Cells lining the fallopian
tubes also have large numbers of cilia. The beating of these cilia moves an egg from
the ovary towards the uterus.

1.4.4 Differences between types of eukaryotic cells
When exploring eukaryotes it is important to note that there are some key differences
between the different groups: Protista, Plantae, Fungi and Animalia.

Protista are a group of organisms that do not fit into any other group — the misfits
if you like. They are varied in size and shape and are generally unicellular, although
they can form colonies. They live in watery environments as they need to gain all their
requirements from their direct surroundings.

Protista that form colonies act more like a multicellular organism, all working to the
benefit of the group. Algae are a good example of protists that form colonies
(figure 1.43).

FIGURE 1.41 Eukaryotes can be single-celled and multicellular.

Multicellular

Protista

Single-celled

Eukaryota

(Domain)
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FIGURE 1.42 a. Euglena, b. Amoeba and c. Paramecium are all examples of protists that are unicellular.

a. b. c.

FIGURE 1.43 Both a. Volvox and b. diatoms are algae that are plant-like protists that form colonies. Volvox form
colonies of tens of thousands of individuals. Diatoms have ornate silica shells and are used as the abrasive
component of toothpaste.

a. b.

FIGURE 1.44 Multicellular eukaryotes can be subdivided into those without a cell wall (animal cells) and with a cell
wall (plant and fungi cells).

Multicellular

Protista

Single-celled

Eukaryota

(Domain)

Cell wall No cell wall

Animalia
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1.4.5 Organelles for animal cells

centrioles a pair of small cylindrical
organelles, used in spindle
development in animal cells during
cell division

Animals are multicellular organisms. What differentiates animal cells from plant and
fungi cells is that they do not have a cell wall. Without a cell wall, animal cells have
specialised organelles called centrioles, which are involved with cell replication (see
topic 2).

Centrioles
Centrioles are organelles found near the nucleus in animal cells. They are part of the cytoskeleton and consist
mainly of the protein tubulin (figure 1.45). Centrioles exist in pairs, which replicate and then migrate to the poles
of the cell when it is time for cell division (see figure 1.46).

FIGURE 1.45 Centrioles are made of microtubules arranged in a specific star-like structure.

Microtubule triplet

Cross‐section of centriole

Connecting �bres

Microtubules

FIGURE 1.46 The centrioles replicate and migrate during the early stages of cell replication.

a.

Centrioles

b.

Centrioles migrate to
poles during cell
replication
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1.4.6 Organelles for plants
One of the defining difference between plants and fungi is the compositions of their cell wall. Plant cell walls are
made of cellulose, while fungi cell walls are made of chitin (figure 1.47); this is discussed in more detail later in
this section. However, there are another two organelles that are present in plant cells but are not usually found in
other cell types. These are chloroplasts and a large, permanent vacuole.

FIGURE 1.47 Plants and fungi are differentiated by the composition of their cell wall.

Eukaryota

(Domain)

Single-celled Multicellular

Protista Cell wall No cell wall

Cell wall made

of cellulose 

Cell wall made

of chitin 

Plantae Fungi

Animalia

Chloroplasts
chitin a fibrous substance,
mainly composed of
polysaccharides, used in the
cells walls of fungi

chloroplast chlorophyll-
containing organelle that occurs
in the cytosol of cells of specific
plant tissues

vacuole structure within plant
cells that is filled with fluid-
containing materials in solution,
including plant pigments

photosynthesis process
by which plants use the
radiant energy of sunlight
trapped by chlorophyll to build
carbohydrates from carbon
dioxide and water

Solar cells are a relatively new technology. However, thousands of millions of
years ago, some bacteria developed the ability to capture the radiant energy of
sunlight and to transform it to chemical energy present in organic molecules such
as sugars. This ability exists in algae and plants. The remarkable organelles
present in the cells of plants and algae that can capture the energy of sunlight
are the chloroplasts (figure 1.48a). The complex process of converting sunlight
energy to chemical energy is known as photosynthesis.
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FIGURE 1.48 a. Internal structure of a chloroplast showing the many layers of its internal membrane b. 3D
representation of a chloroplast c. SEM (78 000× magnification) image of a fractured chloroplast from the cell of
a red alga (scale bar = 1 μm)

a.

Stroma

Grana

Grana Inner
membrane

Stroma

Outer
membrane

b. c.

Features of chloroplasts:

chlorophyll green pigment required
for photosynthesis that traps the
radiant energy of sunlight

grana stacks of membranes on
which chlorophyll is located in
chloroplasts; singular = granum

stroma in chloroplasts, the semi-
fluid substance between the grana,
which contains enzymes for some of
the reactions of photosynthesis

• They are relatively large cell organelles that, when present in a plant cell, can
be easily seen using a light microscope under certain stains.

• They have a green colour due to the presence of light-trapping pigments
known as chlorophylls.

• Each chloroplast is enclosed in two membranes (outer and inner membrane).
• A third membrane is present internally and this is folded to create an

intricate internal structure consisting of many flattened membrane layers
called grana. The surfaces of the grana provide a large area where chlorophyll
pigments are located.

• The region of fluid-filled spaces between the grana is known as the stroma
(see figure 1.48).

Chloroplasts are not present in all plant cells; they are found only in the parts of a plant that are exposed to
sunlight, such as the cells in some parts of leaves (see figure 1.49) and in stems. Chloroplasts are not present
in the cells of the upper and lower surface of a leaf.

FIGURE 1.49 False-coloured
SEM image of a section of a leaf.
Sandwiched between the upper
and lower leaf surfaces are the
cells that contain chloroplasts.
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EXTENSION: Photosynthesis

Plants and algae transform the energy of sunlight into the chemical energy of organic molecules, such as
glucose, through the process of photosynthesis. In a complex series of reactions, this allows them to use simple,
inorganic molecules to create complex, energy-rich molecules required for survival.

Carbon dioxide  +  WaterCarbon dioxide  +  Water

ChlorophyllChlorophyll

Radiant

energy

Glucose   +  Oxygen  +  Water

Photosynthesis is an extension concept for the Units 1 & 2 course but is examinable in the Units 3 & 4 course.

To access more information on this extension concept please download the digital document.

Resourceseses
Resources

Digital document Extension: Photosynthesis (doc-35859)

Vacuole

FIGURE 1.50 a. TEM image of a mature plant cell
showing its large vacuole b. The vacuole is the site
of the anthocyanin pigments that give the red and
purple colours to some fruits and flowers.

vacuole

a. b.

In a mature plant cell a large central vacuole bound by a
membrane is visible.

A plant vacuole can take up to 80 to 90 per cent of the
cell volume and it pushes the rest of the cell contents up
against the plasma membrane (see figure 1.50a). Plant
vacuoles are fluid-filled and are separated from the rest
of the cytosol by the vacuole membrane, or tonoplast,
that controls the entry and exit of dissolved substances
into the vacuole. As a result, the composition of the
vacuole fluid is different from that of the cytosol.

Plant vacuoles serve a number of functions, including
storage of nutrients and mineral salts, and are involved
in waste disposal (see Lysosomes in section 1.4.3).
Vacuoles may contain plant pigments, such as the
anthocyanins that produce the purple and red colours
of some flowers and fruits (see figure 1.50b).

tonoplast in plant cells, the
membrane of the plant vacuole;
separates it from the rest of the
cytosol

The cell wall
Let’s move outside the plasma membrane to a structure that is present in
most prokaryotic cells and in all the cells of plants, algae and fungi, but not in
animal cells. This is the cell wall.
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The cell wall is located outside and surrounds the plasma membrane. It provides strength and support to cells
and acts to prevent the overexpansion of the cell contents if there is a net movement of water into cells. Cell
walls are present in most prokaryotic cells, in some protists and in all plant, algal and fungal cells. The presence
of a cell wall is not a diagnostic feature that allows you to decide if a cell is prokaryotic or eukaryotic. This
decision can only be made based on knowledge of the major component(s) in the cell wall.

Table 1.4 summarises this situation in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Note that animal cells do not have cell walls
and this absence serves to distinguish animal cells from all other eukaryotic cells.

TABLE 1.4 Composition of cell walls in various cell types

Type of organism Major compound(s) in cell walls

Prokaryote: most bacteria Peptidoglycan, a polymer composed of long strands of polysaccharides,
cross-linked by short chains of amino acids

Prokaryote: most archaea Various compounds, including proteins or glycoproteins or
polysaccharides; peptidoglycan not present

Eukaryote: all fungi Chitin, a complex polysaccharide

Eukaryote: all plants Cellulose in the primary cell wall; lignin in the secondary cell wall

Note: Bacteria of the genus Mycoplasma do not have cell walls. These parasitic bacteria are the smallest living organisms (just
0.1 μm, or 100 nm). Most are surface parasites growing on cells but some species, such as M. penetrans, are intracellular
pathogens growing inside the cells of their hosts.

The function of the cell wall is to provide protection, shape and support to the cell.

EXTENSION: Why do some plants have wood?

Some plants have a second cell wall!

All plant cells have primary cell walls, which have the following features:

cellulose complex carbohydrate
composed of chains of glucose
molecules; the main component of
plant cell walls

lignin a complex, insoluble cross-
linked polymer

• They are made of fibrils of cellulose combined with other substances (see
figure 1.51).

• They provide some mechanical strength for plant cells and allow them to resist the
pressure of water taken up by osmosis.

• Cells with just a primary cell wall are able to divide and can also expand as the cells
grow.

Secondary cell walls develop in woody plants, such as shrubs and trees, and in some perennial grasses.
• Like primary cell walls, they are composed of cellulose.
• Secondary cell walls are further strengthened and made rigid and hard by the presence of lignin — a

complex, insoluble, cross-linked polymer. Secondary cell walls are laid down inside the primary cell walls
(in the various cells of the xylem tissue).

• The middle lamella is a layer that forms between adjacent plant cells and this also contains lignin.
• Cytoplasmic connections exist between adjacent plant cells through pits in the cell wall. These connections

are known as plasmodesmata.
• As their secondary cell walls continue to thicken, the cells die.
• This dead xylem tissue creates the ‘woodiness’ of shrubs and trees that gives increased mechanical strength

to these plants, enabling them to grow high (figure 1.52).
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FIGURE 1.51 The primary cell wall of plant cells is made mainly of cellulose fibrils. Secondary cell walls
develop in woody plants, such as shrubs and trees, and in some perennial grasses.
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FIGURE 1.52 SEM image of a sample of hardwood.
The wood is dead xylem tissue that consists mainly of
the secondary cell walls, including tracheids — small
elongated cells that make up most of the wood; and
vessels — larger cells but much fewer in number. Soft
woods from conifer trees can be distinguished from
hard woods because their wood lacks vessels.
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1.4.7 From prokaryotic beginnings

The endosymbiotic theory

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE: Lynn Margulis
FIGURE 1.53 A
pencil drawing of
Lynn Margulis

In her early academic career Lynn Margulis (1938–2011) wrote a paper relating to the
origin of eukaryotic cells and submitted it for publication to scientific journals. This
paper was rejected about 15 times before it was finally published in 1967, but even
then its contents were largely ignored for more than a decade. Why? In her paper,
Margulis put forward the proposal that some of the cell organelles in eukaryotic cells
— in particular, mitochondria and chloroplasts — were once free-living prokaryotic
microbes. She proposed that eons ago, some primitive microbes were taken into
another cell, perhaps by endocytosis, conferring an advantage on both the host cell and
its ingested microbe. Fanciful? Keep an open mind for the moment. A host cell taking in
a sunlight-trapping microbe would have a new source of energy; and a host cell taking
in an oxygen-using microbe would have a more efficient process of producing energy.

The term ‘symbiosis’ (from the Greek, syn = together; bios = life) refers to an interaction between two different
kinds of organism living in close proximity in a situation where often each organism gains a benefit — as in, for
example, the close association of a fungus and an alga that form a partnership called a lichen (see figure 1.54).

endosymbiosis a special case
of symbiosis where one of the
organisms lives inside the other

endosymbiotic theory see
endosymbiosis; a theory proposed
by Lynn Margulis

Endosymbiosis is a special case of symbiosis where one of the organisms lives inside the other. Margulis’
proposal is now termed the endosymbiotic theory.

A few facts about mitochondria and chloroplasts for consideration are as follows:
• Both contain their own genetic material, arranged as a single circular molecule of DNA, as occurs in

bacteria.
• Both contain ribosomes of the bacterial type that are slightly smaller than those of eukaryotes.
• Both reproduce by a process of binary fission as occurs in bacteria.
• Both have sizes that fall within the size range of bacterial cells.

FIGURE 1.54 Lichens are a symbiotic
association between an alga and a
fungus.

In addition, genomic comparisons indicate that chloroplasts
are most closely related to modern cyanobacteria; these are
photosynthetic microbes that possess chlorophyll, enabling them
to capture sunlight energy and use that energy to make sugars from
simple inorganic material. Genomic comparisons indicate that
mitochondria are most closely related to modern Rickettsia bacteria.

This evidence, and ongoing biochemical and genetic comparisons,
support the view that mitochondria and chloroplasts share an
evolutionary past with prokaryotes. The theory of endosymbiosis
is now generally accepted as explaining, in part, the origin of
eukaryotic cells, in particular the origin of their chloroplasts and
mitochondria.

Endosymbiosis is not just a theoretical concept; we can see
examples of endosymbiosis, including:

• nitrogen-fixing bacteria that live in the cells of nodules on the roots of legumes,
such as clovers

• single-celled algae that live inside the cells of corals.

As more and more evidence was identified in support of the endosymbiotic theory,
Margulis (see Background knowledge box) became recognised as an important
contributor to the biological sciences and received several awards.
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elog-0778
INVESTIGATION 1.3

Viewing and staining cells

Aim

To view the organelles under a light microscope by using certain stains on cells

Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Worksheet 1.3 Cells and their organelles (ewbk-7190)

Video eLesson Cells and organelles (eles-0054)

KEY IDEAS

• Ribosomes are cell organelles where proteins are manufactured.
• Eukaryotic cells are partitioned into several compartments, each bound by a membrane, with each

compartment having specific functions.
• In eukaryotic cells, the nucleic acid DNA is enclosed within the nucleus, a double-membrane-bound

organelle.
• The nucleolus is the site of production of RNA.
• The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is made of a series of membrane-bound channels.
• Rough ER is so named because of the presence of ribosomes on the external surface of its membranes. It is

involved in the processing of proteins and in their transport.
• Smooth ER lacks ribosomes and has several functions, including the synthesis of lipids and detoxifying

harmful substances.
• The Golgi apparatus packages substances into vesicles for export from a cell.
• Mitochondria are the site of cellular respiration, converting sugars to ATP.
• Vesicles are membrane-bound organelles used for transport within and out of the cell.
• Lysosomes and peroxisomes are specialised vesicles used for the breakdown of substances and toxins.
• The cytoskeleton is the three-dimensional structural framework of eukaryotic cells that provides support for

the cell organelles.
• Flagella and cilia have a similar structure and are concerned with movement, either of an organism or of fluids

and other substances.
• Protists are unicellular organisms and some form colonies.
• Centrioles are found in animal cells and have a role in cell replication.
• Plants, fungi and protists have cell walls made of different compounds, allowing this to be a defining feature

between these eukaryotes.
• Cell walls provide structure and support for the cell.
• Chloroplasts are cell organelles, bound by a double membrane and containing chlorophyll on layers of an

internal folded membrane.
• The chloroplasts found in plants and protists are the site of photosynthesis, converting light energy to sugars.
• The vacuoles in plants store nutrients and mineral salts, are involved in waste disposal and may contain plant

pigments. 
• The function of the cell wall is to provide protection, shape and support to the cell.
• The endosymbiotic theory proposes that some cell organelles in eukaryotic cells, in particular mitochondria

and chloroplasts, were once free-living microbes.
• Many lines of evidence exist in support of the endosymbiotic theory.
• Endosymbiosis is a special case of symbiosis where one organism lives inside the host organism.
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1.4 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. A downloadable solutions file is also available in the resources tab.

1.4 Quick quiz 1.4 Exercise 1.4 Exam questions

1.4 Exercise

1. What is the difference between the cytosol and the cytoplasm of a cell?
2. A scientist wished to examine ribosomes in a liver cell.

a. Where should the scientist look: in the nucleus or the cytoplasm?
b. What kind of microscope is likely to be used by the scientist: a light microscope or a transmission

electron microscope? Explain your choice.
c. Outline the function of the ribosome.
d. Explain why the presence of ribosomes cannot be used to identify whether a cell is prokaryotic or

eukaryotic.
3. Identify the organelle and outline the function of each of the following.

a. b. c.

4. Where is the functional shape of a protein finally formed?
5. Compare the similarities and differences between the rough and smooth endoplasmic reticulum.
6. How do substances move from the endoplasmic reticulum to the Golgi apparatus?
7. The following diagram shows a cross-section of a leaf.

Cell structure of a leaf

Cuticle
Upper epidermis

Palisade
layer

Spongy
layer

Lower
epidermis

Mesophyll
(photosynthetic
tissue)

Vacuole

Chloroplast

Nucleus

Cell wall

Air space

Stoma

Guard cell

Cytoplasm

There are differing numbers of chloroplasts in different cells and not all cells are photosynthetic.
a. Write a hypothesis relating the presence or absence of chloroplasts to the function of the cell.
b. Design an experiment to test your hypothesis.
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8. White blood cells engulf invaders and destroy them as shown in the diagram.

White blood cells

White blood cell

Invader

Invader

What organelle would you expect to find in abundance in these cells? Explain your response.
9. What features of chloroplasts and mitochondria indicate that they may have prokaryotic beginnings?

10. A cell has a cell wall. Can a conclusion be drawn about the kingdom the organism belongs to?
Explain.

11. The liver is an important organ in the detoxification of harmful substances. What organelle in the liver is
active in this process?

1.4 Exam questions

Question 1 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2015 Biology Exam, Section A, Q12

MC A student was investigating four cell types from different organisms. She recorded the results of her
microscopic examination of the cells in the table below.

Cell W Cell X Cell Y Cell Z
Mitochondria few many absent few

Chloroplasts present absent absent present

Nucleus present present absent present

Which one of the following is the correct conclusion that can be drawn from this data?
A. Cell W could be a muscle cell from an insect.
B. Cell Y could be a living leaf cell from a corn plant.
C. Cell X could be a heart-muscle cell from a mammal.
D. Cell Z could be an underground root cell from a pea plant.
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Question 2 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2011 Biology Exam 1, Section A, Q14

MC The Golgi apparatus is responsible for the
A. manufacture of lipids.
B. production of energy for the cell.
C. destruction of unwanted cellular molecules.
D. modification and packaging of protein molecules.

Question 3 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2014 Biology Exam, Section A, Q4

MC Consider the following cell diagram.

Process R

Organelle X

direction of

movement

of molecules 

Source: www.cronodon.com

Organelle X
A. is the site of cellular respiration.
B. packages protein molecules for export from the cell.
C. absorbs sunlight and produces carbohydrates.
D. produces ribosomal RNA.

Question 4 (2 marks)
Source: VCAA 2020 Biology Exam, Section B, Q3c

In plants and algea, photosynthesis is carried out in chloroplasts. It is thought that chloroplasts originated from
bacteria.

Describe two features of chloroplasts that support the theory that chloroplasts originated from bacteria.
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Question 5 (6 marks)

Euglena is a genus of unicellular organisms found in aquatic habitats. Many Euglena species have both plant and
animal cell characteristics.

Eyespot

Mitochondria

Nucleus

Contractile

vacuole

Chloroplasts

Pellicle

Golgi apparatus

Euglena
Flagellum

Gullet

If light is available, they can manufacture their own food. In dark conditions they can ingest prey.
a. State evidence from the diagram that the species of Euglena shown has both plant and animal cell

characteristics. 2 marks
b. Complete the table showing either the name of an organelle or the function of an organelle

in Euglena. 4 marks

Organelle Function in Euglena

Site of ATP production (through aerobic respiration)

Nucleus

Expels excess water (taken in from hypotonic surroundings)

Eyespot

More exam questions are available in your learnON title.

1.5 The plasma membrane

KEY KNOWLEDGE

• The structure and function of the plasma membrane in the passage of water, hydrophilic and hydrophobic
substances via osmosis, facilitated diffusion and active transport

Source: VCE Biology Study Design (2022–2026) extracts © VCAA; reproduced by permission.

1.5.1 The structure of the plasma membrane: the fluid mosaic model
In the previous sections we have looked at cells and organelles bound by a plasma membrane. So what is this
plasma membrane and why is it so important? The function of the plasma membrane (also sometimes referred to
as the cell membrane) is to control the entry and exit of substances from one area to another; for example, from
the external environment to the internal environment of the cell.
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So how do all of these components fit together? The truth is we do not really know. The plasma membrane is
too small to be resolve by our strongest microscopes; however, there is a model that fits with how the membrane
functions. This is the fluid mosaic model. This model was proposed by Singer and Nicholson in 1972 and is
widely accepted.

The plasma membrane has two major components:
1. Phospholipid bilayer (two layers). The phospholipids are organised so that the hydrophobic tails face each

other, creating a region that is hydrophobic. This arrangement separates the two watery environments inside
and outside the cell (see figures 1.55 and 1.56). The phospholipid bilayer is able to stretch, contract, break
and reform, giving the membrane its fluid nature.

2. Proteins. The proteins are embedded within this bilayer, giving the membrane a mosaic appearance. These
proteins are able to move within the bilayer (see figure 1.56).

Cholesterol is found in the bilayer maintaining its fluidity.

FIGURE 1.55 The structure of the plasma membrane.
A bilayer of phospholipids separates the internal and
external environments. Proteins embedded in the
membrane have a variety of roles.
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All carbohydrates occur on the external surface of the membrane, which allows for identification of the
cytoplasm (intracellular environment) from the extracellular environment.

1.5.2 The components of the plasma membrane fluid mosaic model a model
proposing that the plasma
membrane and other intracellular
membranes should be considered
as two-dimensional fluids in which
proteins are embedded

selectively permeable
(semipermeable) allows some
substances to cross but precludes
the passage of others

The fluid mosaic model describes the nature of the plasma membrane, with a
phospholipid bilayer with embedded proteins. In this section we will examine
how these components control the entry and exit of substances from one area to
another. As it only allows some substances across, the plasma membrane is said to
be selectively permeable (semipermeable).

The plasma membrane controls the entry and exit of substances. The plasma
membrane can be selectively permeable because of the components it is made
of. These are: phospholipids, proteins, cholesterol and carbohydrates.
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Phospholipids
phospholipid major type of lipid
found in plasma membranes

hydrophilic substances that
dissolve easily in water; also
called polar

hydrophobic substances that
tend to be insoluble in water;
also called non-polar

The plasma membrane consists of a double layer (bilayer) of phospholipids.
Each phospholipid molecule consists of two fatty acid chains joined to a
phosphate-containing group. The phosphate-containing group of a phospholipid
molecule constitutes its water-loving (hydrophilic) head. The fatty acid chains
constitute the water-fearing (hydrophobic) tail of each phospholipid molecule.

Examine figure 1.56. Notice that for the plasma membrane around a cell, the two
layers of phospholipids are arranged so that the hydrophilic heads are exposed
at both the external environment of the cell and at the cytosol (the internal
environment of the cell). In contrast, the two layers of hydrophobic tails face each
other in the central region of the plasma membrane. Water and lipids do not mix.

FIGURE 1.56 a. Chemical structure of a phospholipid and stylised representations showing the hydrophilic head
and the two fatty acid chains that make up its hydrophobic tail b. Part of the bilayer of phospholipid molecules
in the plasma membrane. Notice that the tails face each other and are enclosed in the central region of the
membrane, while the heads face outwards to the cell’s external environment and inwards to its cytoplasm.
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At human body temperature, the fatty acid chains in the inner portion of the plasma membrane are not solid.
Instead, they are viscous fluids — think about thick oil or very soft butter — which makes the plasma membrane
flexible, soft and able to move freely. This property of the plasma membrane is very important as it enables
cells to change shape (provided they do not have a cell wall outside the plasma membrane). For example, red
blood cells are about 8 μm in diameter. When circulating red blood cells reach a capillary bed, they must deform
themselves by bending and stretching in order to squeeze through capillaries, some of which have diameters as
narrow as 5 μm. Shape changes by animal cells are only possible because of the flexible nature of the lipids in
the plasma membrane. Flexibility and shape changes are not possible for cells with cell walls.

The plasma membranes ability to change shape, break and reform is very important as it allows larger particles
and substances to move into and out of cells (see section 1.5.4).
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Proteins
Proteins form the second essential part of the structure of the plasma membrane.
Many different kinds of protein comprise part of the plasma membrane.
They can be broadly grouped into:

• integral proteins
• peripheral proteins.

integral proteins fundamental
components of the plasma
membrane that are embedded in
the phospholipid bilayer

trans-membrane proteins
spanning the plasma membrane but
have parts exposed to the exterior
and interior of the cells

glycoprotein combination formed
when a carbohydrate group
becomes attached to the exposed
part of a trans-membrane protein

Integral proteins, as their name implies, are fundamental components of the plasma
membrane. These proteins are embedded in the phospholipid bilayer. Typically, they
span the width of the plasma membrane, with part of the protein being exposed on
both sides of the membrane (figure 1.57). Proteins like this are described as being
trans-membrane. In some cases, carbohydrate groups such as sugars are attached
to the exposed part of these proteins on the outer side of the membrane, creating a
combination called a glycoprotein. Integral proteins can be separated from the plasma
membrane only by harsh treatments that disrupt the phospholipid bilayer, such as
treatment with strong detergents.

peripheral proteins either anchored
to the exterior of the plasma
membrane through bonding with
lipids or indirectly associated
through interactions with integral
protein

Peripheral proteins are either anchored to the exterior of the plasma membrane
through bonding with lipids or are indirectly associated with the plasma membrane
through interactions with integral proteins in the membrane.

FIGURE 1.57 Components of the plasma membrane, including the different proteins

Sugar chain of glycolipid
Sugar chain of glycoprotein

Lipid

Peripheral protein

Transmembrane
protein

EXTENSION: Proteins are chains of amino acids

biomacromolecules large biological
polymers such as nucleic acids,
proteins and carbohydrates

Proteins are important biomacromolecules that are each comprised of a chain of amino acids. The basic
structure of an amino acid is a central carbon joined to a carboxyl group (COOH) on one end, an amino group
(NH2) on the other end and what is known as an ‘R’ group (figure 1.58a). An R group is a hydrocarbon chain
(made of hydrogen and carbon atoms). These are different on each of the 20 amino acids that make up all
proteins.

A chain of amino acids is also known as a polypeptide chain and once this chain is folded it becomes a functional
protein (figure 1.58b).
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FIGURE 1.58 a.The chemical composition of an amino acid, consisting of a central C to which a carboxyl
group (COOH), an amino group (NH2) and an R group is attached b. Amino acids join together to form a
peptide, which then folds to form a functional 3D protein.
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Carboxyl
group

a. b.

Amino acids Peptide Protein

The roles of proteins in the plasma membrane

FIGURE 1.59 Transport proteins allow the
movement of substances.

ATP
Carrier proteinChannel protein

There are six roles of proteins in the plasma membrane.
1. Transport. Trans-membrane proteins facilitate the

movement of substances across the phospholipid
bilayer. Molecules that are hydrophilic do not easily
pass through the phospholipid bilayer and so
require the help of transport proteins.
• Channel proteins open to all molecules to

diffuse into and out of the cell. These substance
are usually small and charged like ions.

• Carrier proteins are responsible for the
movement of larger molecules or molecules
that are moving against their concentration
gradient (from low concentration to high). If
movement is against the concentration gradient
then ATP is required. These proteins and
the transport processes involved will be explored
further in section 1.5.4.

2. Reception. Trans-membrane proteins on the outer surface
of the plasma membrane are the receptors for signalling
molecules (peptide, or amino acid-based, molecules); each
cell has many different kinds of receptor protein. When the
signal binds to the receptor protein it alters the shape of the
receptor protein and starts a specific response in the cell.

Cell signalling is important as it tells the cell when to make,
or stop, certain cellular functions such as breaking down
harmful products, uptake of glucose or even undergoing cell
death. If cell processes aren’t tightly controlled through cell
signalling, diseases like cancer can result.

FIGURE 1.60 Proteins bind to receptor
sites.

Receptor

Signaling molecules
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3. Anchorage. Proteins connect the intracellular
cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix, holding
cells in place. Cells need to be anchored to
nearby cells to prevent them from floating away,
particularly in animals. To do this, proteins on
the cell surface are linked to collagen fibres and
peptidoglycan filaments that have been excreted
by the cells. These extracellular components are
then linked to the extracellular matrices of nearby
cells.

4. Cell identity. These proteins mark the cell as
belonging to ‘self’. If the cell is not recognised, a
defence is mounted against it. They are known as
glycoproteins, antigens or cell identity tags. Each
cell type has a different combination of surface
markers. In mammals, for example, these markers
enable the immune system to identify the cells
as ‘self’ and distinguish them from foreign cells.
Glycolipids on the plasma membrane play a role
in tissue recognition.

FIGURE 1.61 Proteins anchor the cells in place.
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FIGURE 1.62 Proteins identify foreign cells.
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5. Intercellular joinings. These proteins are involved with plasmodesmata and tight junctions. They join
cells together and facilitate communication between cells, which is necessary for the efficient functioning
of tissues. The function of the intracellular joining is determined by type. For example, tight junctions
between endothelial cells (figure 1.63) prevent the movement of substances between cells. Plasmodesmata,
found in plant cells, link the cell cytosols of plant cells together, facilitating molecular movement.

FIGURE 1.63 Proteins join cells and allow communication between them.
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6. Enzymatic activity. For reactions to occur, there must be
enough energy to initially break some chemical bonds
(activation energy). Enzymes are proteins that catalyse
(speed up) reactions by lowering this activation energy.
Without enzymes, most chemical reactions would occur
too slowly to sustain life. Enzymes lower the activation
energy by binding to the substrate/s and weakening the
bonds to initiate the reaction, thereby speeding up the rate
of reaction. Enzymes are specific as they only bind to one
or two substrates and they are not altered in the process,
so they can be used over and over again. Enzymes in the
membrane facilitate a number of important biochemical
pathways, such as the production of ATP.

FIGURE 1.64 Proteins act as enzymes in
biochemical pathway reactions.

Enzyme

The roles of proteins in the plasma membrane

The roles of proteins in the plasma membrane can be remembered by using the acronym TRACIE:
T — Transport
R — Reception
A — Anchorage
C — Cell identity
I — Intracellular joinings
E — Enzymatic activity

Cholesterol
Cholesterol is a lipid (fat) that is present in the plasma membrane. Its role is to ensure the flexibility of the
membrane by reducing membrane fluidity in high temperatures and increasing it in cold temperatures.

Cholesterol maintains space between the fatty acid tails, preventing them from binding strongly together
under cold conditions, and conversely when hot, it prevents the phospholipids from separating too far apart as
molecular movement increases.

Recall that as the temperature increases, the kinetic energy of molecules increases (according to the kinetic
theory of matter), which increases the distance between the molecules. This is demonstrated in figure 1.65.

cholesterol sterol compound
important in the composition of
cell membranes

FIGURE 1.65 The states of matter
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Carbohydrates

glycolipids small chains of
carbohydrates (sugars) attached
to the phospholipids and proteins
of the plasma membrane; aid in cell
recognition

active boundary a barrier that is
constantly changing and responsive
to the environment

Some phospholipids and proteins have small chains of carbohydrates (sugars) attached to them. These are then
known as glycolipids and glycoproteins respectively.

Glycolipids have a role in cell recognition, so that our bodies can tell if the cell belongs to us (‘self’ cells) or are
foreign cells and therefore may cause harm.

Glycoproteins are also utilised in the recognition of ‘self’ cells (cell identity) as well as intracellular joinings
(connections between cells) and anchorage.

Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Worksheet 1.4 Structure of the plasma membrane (ewbk-7192)

1.5.3 Functions of the plasma membrane
The plasma membrane is the site of many interactions. It is an active boundary. It is a place where some, but
not all, substances are transported between the internal and external environments. The plasma membrane acts
as a selective barrier between the cell membrane and the outside of the cell, and the cytosol and the internal
compartments of organelles. This allows for many different reactions that require different conditions to occur
in the same cell.

As described in the previous section, the plasma membrane is also a place where messages (signalling
molecules) that originate outside the cell are received. These signals lead to changes in cell function, allowing
an organism to change as the environment changes. Cell identity is worn like a badge on the surface of the cell.
If a cell is not displaying the correct molecules, an immune response is mounted and the cell dies (see Extension
box).

Arguably the most important role of the membrane is its ability to transport materials between the intracellular
and extracellular environments, and this will be explored in detail in section 1.5.4.

Membranes are constantly changing. For example, to facilitate the uptake of a particular molecule, more
transport proteins are added. This is the case for glucose uptake. When cell receptors bind to insulin, glucose
transports stored in vesicles in the cell move to the cell membrane to increase glucose uptake (figure 1.66).

Functions of the plasma membrane

The plasma membrane carries out several important functions for a cell.

The plasma membrane:
1. is an active and selective boundary
2. denotes cell identity
3. receives external signals
4. transports materials.
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FIGURE 1.66 An external message (insulin) is received by the cell; as a result, glucose transporters (GLUT-4) are
moved to the cell membrane to increase glucose uptake.
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EXTENSION: Major histocompatibility complex

FIGURE 1.67 Structure of the MHC
(class I and II)

MHC class I MHC class II

The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) are very important
surface proteins due to their role in cell identity and immune
response.

The immune response is an extension concept for the Units 1 & 2
course but is examinable in the Units 3 & 4 course.

To access more information on this extension concept please
download the digital document.

Resourceseses
Resources

Digital document Extension: Major histocompatibility complex (doc-35860)
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SAMPLE PROBLEM 7 Identifying features of the plasma membrane
tlvd-1743

The plasma membrane is described as an active and selective boundary. Explain what this
means? (2 marks)

THINK WRITE

Describe what each term means in relation to
the plasma membrane.

Active means:
• not passive
• constantly changing, including the movement

of substances, glucose transporters
• responding to its environment, such as changes in

uptake.

Selective means:
• only some substances move through the boundary

to maintain conditions within the cell/organelle.

Active boundary:
• It is constantly changing with no fixed components.
• It responds to its environment by receiving external

signals and changing cell function (1 mark).

Selective boundary:
• Only some substances can pass through the

membrane (1 mark).

1.5.4 Crossing the plasma membrane
Crossing the membrane can be achieved in a number of ways, depending on:

• the type of molecule (hydrophilic or hydrophobic)
• the size of the molecule
• whether there is a difference in concentration gradient.

Substances can be roughly divided into two groups:

lipophobic ‘lipid-fearing’ molecules
that do not dissolve in lipids
(hydrophilic)

lipophilic ‘lipid-loving’ molecules
that dissolve in lipids (hydrophobic)

• Hydrophilic (water-loving) — dissolve in water. These are often lipophobic.
• Hydrophobic (water-fearing) — dissolve in lipids (lipophilic).

FIGURE 1.68
Water is
a polar
molecule
with a
negative end
and positive
ends.
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Small lipophilic (hydrophobic) substances can pass directly through the phospholipid
bilayer; substances that are hydrophilic or too large to fit through the bilayer must find
another way.

Which substances are lipophilic and which are hydrophilic? In order to understand this, it
is best to understand a little about water. As shown in figure 1.68, a water molecule consists
of one oxygen atom and two hydrogen atoms. Due to the bonding in water (see Extension
box), an unequal distribution of electrons means the oxygen atom is slightly more negative
than the hydrogen atoms. This means the water molecule has a slightly positive end and a
slightly negative end, so is a polar molecule. This slight difference in charge means that the
negative ends of the water molecule will be attracted to any part of another molecule that is
positive (as opposite charges attract), and the positive parts will be attracted to any part of
a molecule that is negative. This results in attraction with ions (charged atoms) such as Cl–,
Na+ or K+, as well as any other polar molecules.

Molecules that dissolve in water (hydrophilic) must therefore also be polar
molecules.

Molecules without a difference in charge, such as O2, CO2, urea and ethanol, are not
attracted to water and are all lipophilic.
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Additionally, despite being polar, water can slowly pass through the plasma membrane due to its small size.
Although the tails of the phospholipids are hydrophobic, movement of these tails allows enough space for the
small water molecules to pass through without being repelled.

FIGURE 1.69 The semipermeable nature of a phospholipid bilayer membrane. The membrane is fully permeable
to some substances, partially permeable to others and impermeable to yet other substances.
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INVESTIGATION 1.4

Modelling the properties of the plasma membrane

Aim

To model the properties of plasma membranes and show how this allows for the membrane to function

Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Worksheet 1.5 Function of the plasma membrane (ewbk-7194)
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EXTENSION: Covalent bonding of water

Covalent bonds are formed between non-metal elements when they share electrons. Atoms share electrons to
become more stable by filling their outer electron shells. For example, hydrogen has one electron in its outer shell
(and its only shell).
In some molecules, one of the atoms has a greater affinity for the bonding electrons and so the electrons bond
closer to that atom, creating an uneven distribution of charge (a dipole) in the molecule. When this occurs, it
is called a polar molecule. The slight negative and positive regions cause the molecule to attract other polar
molecules.

As water contains hydrogen–oxygen bonds, a particularly strong intermolecular (between molecules) attraction
occurs known as a hydrogen bond. As hydrogen has only one electron, when it moves towards the oxygen atom
(figure 1.70) no other electrons are left to shield the hydrogen nucleus from the negative region it is approaching.
This allows water molecules to attract other molecules very closely, resulting in a stronger bond than would be
the case if hydrogen were not involved. Hydrogen bonding is fundamental for life processes; these interactions
hold the two strands together in the double helix that forms our DNA, for example.

FIGURE 1.70 The shared electrons are closer to the oxygen (O) nucleus than the hydrogen (H) nucleus,
making the oxygen more negative than the hydrogen.

Shared electronsShared electrons

H

H

O

1.5.5 Methods of membrane transport

Passive versus active transport
Whether the transport can occur passively (does not require energy to occur) or actively
(requires energy to occur) depends on whether a concentration gradient exists.
A concentration gradient exists when there is a difference in concentration on each side of the plasma
membrane.

covalent bonds a type of bond
between atoms where electrons are
shared. The bond is very strong.

concentration gradient occurs
when there is a difference in solute
concentration from one area to
another

bulk transport the movement of
material into a cell (endocytosis) or
out of a cell (exocytosis)

If movement occurs from a region of high concentration to low concentration, the
movement is down or along a concentration gradient. If the movement is from
a region of low concentration to high concentration, movement is against the
concentration gradient.

Very large molecules (like proteins) need to be transported via vesicles through
the plasma membrane in processes that are termed bulk transport.
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FIGURE 1.71 Flow chart summarising transport across the plasma membrane
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Mixture terminology

Solute = substance that is dissolved

Solvent = liquid in which a solute dissolves

Solution = liquid mixture of the solute in the solvent

Net movement is the overall direction that movement has occurred. It should be noted that movement will occur
in both directions across the membrane.

Simple diffusion

solute substance that is
dissolved

Simple diffusion is the movement of solutes across the phospholipid bilayer from a region of higher
concentration to one of lower concentration of that solute; that is, down its concentration gradient (see
figure  1.72a).

Movement down a concentration gradient by simple diffusion does not require any input of energy. It is the
gradient that drives the diffusion (like letting a ball roll down a slope).

Simple diffusion occurs in stages (figure 1.72b):
1. Initially, substance X starts to move into the cell because of random movement that results in some

collisions with the membrane (figure 1.72bi).
2. Midway, molecules of substance X are moving both into and out of the cell, but the net movement is from

outside to inside (figure 1.72bii).
3. The end point of simple diffusion is reached when equal concentrations of substance X are reached on both

sides of the plasma membrane (figure 1.72biii). Movement in both directions
will continue to occur across the membrane, but the concentration of the
substance will remain constant.
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FIGURE 1.72 a. Simple diffusion involves the movement of substances through the phospholipid bilayer of the
plasma membrane down the concentration gradient of the diffusing substance (from high to low concentration).
b. The stages of simple diffusion

Diffusion
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b.

ii. iii.

Outside Inside Outside Inside Outside Inside
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INVESTIGATION 1.5

Diffusion across the membrane

Aim

To observe the diffusion of substances across a semipermeable membrane

Facilitated diffusion
Facilitated diffusion is an example of protein-mediated transport. Facilitated diffusion is so named because the
diffusion across the membrane is enabled or facilitated by special protein transporters in the plasma membrane.

channel proteins trans-membrane
proteins involved in the transport of
specific substances across a plasma
membrane by facilitated diffusion

carrier protein protein that binds
to a specific substance and
facilitates its movement through
the membrane

Like simple diffusion, facilitated diffusion does not require an input of energy and it
moves substances down their concentration gradients. However, facilitated diffusion
of dissolved substances requires the action of protein transporters that are embedded
in the cell membrane. Facilitated diffusion enables molecules that cannot diffuse
across the phospholipid bilayer to move across the plasma membrane through the
agency of transporter proteins. These transporters are either channel proteins or
carrier proteins. Are transporters required in simple diffusion? (See figure 1.73.)

Channel proteins

Channel proteins are transport proteins involved in facilitated diffusion. Different channel proteins are specific
for the diffusion of charged particles and polar molecules.

Each channel protein consists of a central, narrow, water-filled pore in the plasma membrane through which
substances can move down their concentration gradients (see figure 1.73b). By providing water-filled pores,
channel proteins create a hydrophilic passage across the plasma membrane that bypasses the phospholipid
bilayer and facilitates the diffusion of charged particles, such as sodium and potassium ions as well as small
polar molecules.

Carrier proteins

Carrier proteins are another group of transport proteins involved in facilitated diffusion. Carrier proteins are
specific, with each kind of carrier enabling the diffusion of one kind of molecule across the plasma membrane.
After binding to its specific cargo molecule, the carrier protein undergoes a change in shape as it delivers its
cargo to the other side of the plasma membrane (see figure 1.73c).

Carrier proteins are important in the facilitated diffusion of hydrophilic uncharged substances, such as glucose
and amino acids. In the absence of carrier proteins, these hydrophilic molecules cannot cross the plasma
membrane directly.
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FIGURE 1.73 a. Simple diffusion. In contrast, facilitated diffusion requires either b. channel proteins or c. carrier
proteins to enable certain dissolved substances to diffuse down their concentration gradients. Note the change in
shape of the carrier protein as it operates.

Simple diffusion Carrier proteinChannel protein with pore

a. b. c. 

EXTENSION: Rates of diffusion

In the previous sections, two types of diffusion of dissolved substances across plasma membranes have been
explored: simple diffusion and facilitated diffusion. Do these two types of diffusion differ in the rate at which
substances can move down their concentration gradients in either direction across a plasma membrane?

In simple diffusion, the rate at which substances move across the plasma membrane by simple diffusion is
determined by their concentration gradient; that is, the difference in the concentration of the substance inside
and outside the cell. The higher its concentration gradient, the faster a substance will move by simple diffusion
down this gradient and across a plasma membrane. (Think of this as like rolling a ball downhill — the steeper the
incline, the faster the ball rolls.)

In facilitated diffusion, the rate of movement of a substance is also influenced by the steepness of its
concentration gradient on either side of the plasma membrane. The steeper the concentration gradient, the
faster the rate of facilitated diffusion, but only up to a point (see figure 1.74).

FIGURE 1.74 Graph showing rates of simple and facilitated diffusion with increasing concentration gradient
of the diffusing substance. Note that the rate of simple diffusion continues to increase as the concentration
gradient increases. In contrast, the rate of facilitated diffusion is initially linear, but begins to taper off and
finally reaches a plateau. The maximum rate is reached when all the transporters are fully occupied.
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Why the difference between simple diffusion and facilitated diffusion? Facilitated diffusion requires the
involvement of transporters, either channel proteins or carrier proteins, for the movement of substances. These
channel and carrier proteins are present in limited numbers on the plasma membrane. Because their numbers
are limited, eventually a concentration of the diffusing substance will be reached when all the transporters
are saturated (fully occupied). So, as the concentration gradient increases, the rate of facilitated diffusion of a
substance will at first increase, then become slower, and finally will reach a plateau. The plateau is the maximum
rate of facilitated diffusion. When this is reached, all the transporter molecules are fully occupied.

Osmosis
Osmosis is a special case of diffusion that relates to the movement of solvents and, in biological systems, that
solvent is water.

Osmosis is the net movement of water across a semipermeable membrane from a solution of lesser solute
concentration to one of greater solute concentration. For osmosis to occur, the membrane must be permeable to
water but not to the solute molecules. Solutions that have a high concentration of dissolved solute have a lower
concentration of water, and vice versa. The net movement of water molecules in osmosis from a solution of high
water concentration to one of lower concentration is known as osmotic flow.

When an external solution is compared with the dissolved contents of a cell, the external solution may be found
to be either:

• isotonic — having an equal solute concentration to that of the cell contents
• hypotonic — having a lower solute concentration than the cell contents
• hypertonic — having a higher solute concentration than the cell contents

Osmosis can be seen in action when cells are immersed in watery solutions containing different concentrations
of a solute that cannot cross the plasma membrane. Remember that as the concentration of solute molecules
increases, the concentration of the water
molecules decreases.

osmosis net movement of water
across a partially permeable
membrane without an input of
energy and down a concentration
gradient

solvent liquid in which a solute
dissolves

solution liquid mixture of the solute
in the solvent

osmotic flow the net movement of
water molecules from a solution of
high water concentration to lower
water concentration (or alternatively,
from a region of low to high solute
concentration)

isotonic having the same
concentration of dissolved
substances as the solution to which
it is compared

hypotonic having a lower
concentration of dissolved
substances than the solution to
which it is compared

hypertonic having a higher
concentration of dissolved
substances than the solution to
which it is compared

lysis bursting of a cell

turgid swollen and distended

Isotonic

Look at figure 1.75a. The water molecules of the external isotonic solution are at
the same concentrations as those in the cell contents. Since there is no concentration
gradient, no net uptake of water molecules occurs in either cell; in a given period, the
same number of water molecules will diffuse into the cell as will diffuse out.

Hypotonic

Now look at figure 1.75b. The water molecules of the external hypotonic solution are
more concentrated than those of the cell contents. Water molecules will diffuse down
their concentration gradient from the hypotonic solution into the cell, resulting in a
net uptake of water by the cell. As the red blood cell takes up the water molecules,
it continues to swell until its plasma membrane undergoes lysis (bursts), dispersing
the cell contents. The plant cell also takes up water, swells until it becomes turgid
(rigidly swollen), but the cell does not undergoes lysis because of the thick cell
wall that lies outside the plasma membrane. The cell wall acts as a pressure vessel
preventing the plasma membrane from swelling to a point of bursting. Net entry of
water molecules into the plant cell finally stops as a result of the increasing outward
pressure of the cell contents that opposes the net inward flow of water.
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Hypertonic

crenation shrinking of cell due
to water loss

plasmolysis shrinking of the
cytoplasm away from the wall
due to water loss

Finally, look at figure 1.75c . The water molecules of the external hypertonic
solution are at a lower concentration than those in the cell contents. Water
molecules will diffuse down their concentration gradient from the cells into the
external solution, resulting in a net loss of water from the cells. The red blood cell
shrinks, becoming crenated. The plant cell membrane shrinks away from the cell
wall, leading to plasmolysis.

FIGURE 1.75 Osmosis in action: behaviour of animal (top) and plant cells (bottom) in solutions of different
concentrations of a dissolved substance (solute molecules = red dots). Note the presence of a cell wall outside
the plasma membrane in the plant cells. The solute molecules are too large to cross the plasma membrane, but
water molecules will move down their concentration gradient in a process called osmotic flow.
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Water is a polar molecule and while it can and does move through the phospholipid bilayer, it also moves
through special channel proteins called aquaporins. Therefore, osmosis is really a mix of simple diffusion and
facilitated diffusion for water.

Passive transport

Passive transport across the plasma membrane does not require the input of energy.
Movement occurs from high solute concentrations to lower solute concentrations by simple diffusion, facilitated
diffusion and osmosis.

elog-0784
INVESTIGATION 1.6

Osmosis in action

Aim

To observe osmosis in plant cells
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Active transport
Active transport is the process of moving substances from a region of low concentration to a region of high
concentration of those substances (that is, in the opposite direction to diffusion). This can only occur with an
input of energy — the energy source is typically adenosine triphosphate (ATP).

FIGURE 1.76 A simplified representation of active transport. A pump is a trans-membrane protein that is both a
carrier and an ATPase enzyme. The enzyme component of the pump catalyses the energy-releasing reaction that
powers active transport.

Active transport

ATP

Special transport proteins embedded across the plasma membrane are involved in active transport. The proteins
involved are called pumps and each different pump transports one (or sometimes two) specific substance(s).
Important pumps are proteins with both a transport function and an enzyme function. The enzyme part of the
pump catalyses an energy-releasing reaction:

ATP→ADP+ Pi+ energy

The transport part of the pump uses this energy to move small polar molecules and ions across the plasma
membrane against their concentration gradients. During this process, the protein of the pump undergoes a shape
change (see figure 1.76).

Cells use pumps to move materials that they need by active transport. Active transport is essential for the key
function of cells, including pH balance, regulation of cell volume and uptake of needed nutrients. Examples of
active transport include:

• uptake of dissolved mineral ions from water in the soil by plant root hair cells against their concentration
gradient

• production of acidic secretions (pH of nearly 1) by stomach cells that have a low internal concentration of
hydrogen ions (H+) but produce secretions (gastric juice) with an extremely high concentration
of hydrogen ions

• uptake of glucose from the small intestine into the cells lining the intestine against its concentration
gradient, using the glucose–sodium pump

• maintenance of the difference in the concentrations of sodium and potassium ions that exist inside and
outside cells (see table 1.5) by action of the sodium–potassium pump, which actively transports these ions
against their concentration gradients (figure 1.77).

The sodium–potassium pump pumps special transport proteins
embedded across the plasma
membrane that carry out the
process of active transport

sodium–potassium pump
protein that transports sodium
and potassium ions against
their concentration gradients to
maintain the differences in their
concentrations inside and outside
cells

Some pumps actively transport a single dissolved substance against its concentration
gradient. Other pumps transport two substances simultaneously; for example, the
sodium–potassium pump. The sodium–potassium pump is particularly important in
the human body as about 25 per cent of the body’s ATP is expended in keeping this
pump operating. For brain cells, the figure is even higher — about 70 per cent.
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The sodium–potassium pump plays a key role in excitable cells, such as nerve and muscle cells. During the
transmission of a nerve impulse, sodium ion channels open and sodium ions rapidly flood into the nerve cell by
facilitated diffusion. After the nerve impulse has passed, the sodium channels close and the sodium–potassium
pump then restores the concentrations of sodium and potassium ions to their resting levels by actively pushing
sodium ions across the membrane out of the cell, and dragging potassium ions into the cell (see table 1.5).
Restoring these concentrations involves active transport against the concentration gradients of these ions.

TABLE 1.5 Approximate concentrations of sodium and potassium ions in the
cytosol of cells and in the surrounding extracellular fluid

Ion Inside cell Outside cell
Sodium (Na+)  10 mM 142 mM

Potassium (K+) 150 mM   5 mM

FIGURE 1.77 Sodium–potassium pump. Sodium is pumped against its concentration gradient and potassium
is pumped against its concentration gradient. This requires energy. ATP becomes ADP and Pi and energy is
released.
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CASE STUDY: When transport goes wrong
FIGURE 1.78 Capsules
and tablets containing
the missing pancreatic
enzymes (lipase,
protease and amylase)
are taken by persons
affected by cystic
fibrosis. Note the enzyme
granules in the capsules.

The importance of transport proteins in moving substances becomes apparent if
they do not operate as expected, as may be seen in cystic fibrosis and in cholera
infections.

Cystic fibrosis

Cystic fibrosis affects the following:
• Sweat glands in skin. In the skin, the chloride ion channel is normally

involved in reabsorbing salt (NaCl) from fluid within the sweat glands before
it is released as sweat. When the chloride ion (Cl–) transporter is blocked,
reabsorption does not occur and very salty sweat is produced.

• Pancreas. Pancreatic enzymes are normally involved in the digestion of
some foods. In cystic fibrosis, these enzymes are unable to enter the gut
because abnormally thick mucus blocks the narrow duct that connects the
pancreas to the small intestine. Without these enzymes, food cannot be fully
digested. However, replacement enzymes in the form of tablets, powders or
capsules can replace the enzymes normally released by the pancreas (see
figure 1.78).
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Resourceseses
Resources

Digital document Extension: Ion concentrations in cystic fibrosis (doc-35856)

Cholera

The pores of some channel proteins are permanently open, while the pores in other channel proteins open only
in response to a specific signal. The chloride ion channel on the plasma membranes of cells lining the intestine is
not always open. Normally chloride ions are retained within the cells lining the intestine. Only when this channel is
opened can chloride ions move from the cells into the cavity of the intestine.

FIGURE 1.79 These rod-shaped Vibrio
cholerae bacteria have a single polar
flagellum.

Cholera results from a bacterial infection of Vibrio cholerae.
A toxin produced by these bacteria causes the chloride ion
channels in the cells lining the intestine to be locked in the
‘open’ position. This results in a flood of chloride ions into
the intestinal space that is followed by a flow of sodium
ions (down the resulting electrochemical gradient that is
created). In turn, the increased concentration of salt in the
gut creates a hyperosmotic environment that draws water
into the gut by osmosis. The continuous secretion of water
into the intestine causes the production of large volumes of
watery diarrhoea. If left untreated, the water loss caused by
this diarrhoea can be fatal within hours. Cholera epidemics
have caused many deaths. Cholera can be spread by water
that is contaminated by contact with untreated sewage or by
the faeces of an infected person. Cholera can be spread by
food that is washed in or mixed with water contaminated by
cholera bacteria, or by food that is inappropriately handled by
a person infected with cholera.

Bulk transport of solids and liquids

FIGURE 1.80 Endocytosis — a summary

If material is solid If material is �uid

Endocytosis

bulk transport of

material into a cell

Phagocytosis

from the Greek,

phagos = ‘eating’

and cyto = ‘cell’

Pinocytosis

from the Greek,

pinus = ‘drinking’

and cyto = ‘cell’

To this point, we have been concerned with movement of dissolved substances across the plasma membrane. In
addition, small solid particles and liquids in bulk can be moved across the plasma membrane into or out of cells.
Figure 1.80 gives a summary of how bulk material can enter cells.
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Endocytosis: getting in

Endocytosis is the process of bulk transport of material into a cell. Part of the plasma membrane encloses the
material to be transported and then pinches off to form a membranous vesicle that moves into the cytosol
(figure 1.81a).

For example, one kind of white blood cell is able to engulf a disease-causing bacteria cell and enclose it within
a lysosome sac, where it is destroyed. Unicellular protists, such as those in the genera Amoeba and Paramecium,
obtain their energy for living in the form of relatively large ‘food’ particles, which they engulf and enclose
within a sac, where the food is digested (see figure 1.81b). When the material being transported is a solid food
particle, the type of endocytosis is called phagocytosis.

FIGURE 1.81 a. Endocytosis occurs when part of the plasma membrane forms around food particles to form a
phagocytic vesicle (or phagosome). This vesicle then moves into the cytosol where it fuses with a lysosome, a bag
of digestive enzymes (a phagolysosome). The same digestive process can also occur to microbes. b. Transport of
a solid food particle across the membrane of Amoeba proteus (common amoeba).
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endocytosis bulk movement
of solids or liquids into a cell by
engulfment

phagocytosis bulk movement
of solid material into cells

pinocytosis bulk movement of
material that is in solution being
transported into cells

Although some cells are capable of phagocytosis, most cells are not. Most
eukaryotic cells rely on pinocytosis, a form of endocytosis that involves material
that is in solution being transported into cells. The process of endocytosis is an
energy-requiring process and requires an input of ATP.

Resourceseses
Resources

Video eLesson Phagocytosis (eles-2444)
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Exocytosis: getting out

exocytosis movement of material
out of cells via vesicles in the
cytoplasm

Exocytosis is the bulk transport out of cells, such as the export of material from the
Golgi apparatus (section 1.4.3). In exocytosis, vesicles formed within a cell fuse with
the plasma membrane before the contents of the vesicles are released from the cell
(see figure 1.82). If the released material is a product of the cell (for example, the
contents of a Golgi vesicle), then ‘secreted from the cell’ is the phrase generally used. If the released material
is a waste product after digestion of some matter taken into the cell, ‘voided from the cell’ is generally more
appropriate. The process of exocytosis requires an input of energy in the form of ATP.

FIGURE 1.82 Exocytosis (bulk transport out of cells) occurs when vesicles within the cytosol fuse with the plasma
membrane and vesicle contents are released from the cell.

Cytosol

1. Vesicle with material

from Golgi apparatus

to be exported

2. Vesicle fuses with

plasma membrane

3. Vesicle expels contents

into the extracellular

�uid

Outside cell

Lipid

bilayer

Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Worksheet 1.6 Transport across the membrane (ewbk-7196)

Video eLesson Mechanisms of membrane transport (eles-2463)

Interactivity Movement across membranes (int-0109)

KEY IDEAS

• Functions involving the plasma membrane include:
• creating a compartment that separates the cell from its external environment
• receiving external signals as part of communication between cells
• providing cell surface markers that identify the cell
• transporting materials across the plasma membrane.

• Transport proteins in the plasma membrane enable movement of substances that cannot cross the
phospholipid bilayer of the membrane.

• Simple diffusion moves dissolved substances across the plasma membrane down their concentration
gradient and requires no input of energy.

• Osmosis is a special case of diffusion, being the movement of water across the plasma membrane down its
concentration gradient.

• Facilitated diffusion moves dissolved substances across the plasma membrane down their concentration
gradients, but this movement occurs through involvement of transport proteins — either channel or carrier
proteins — and requires no input of energy.

• Active transport moves dissolved substances across the plasma membrane against the concentration
gradient, a process that can occur only via the action of protein pumps.
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• Active transport requires an input of energy that commonly comes from ATP, catalysed by the ATPase enzyme
that is part of some protein pumps.

• Endocytosis is the bulk transport of material into cells; if solids are being moved, the process is termed
phagocytosis, while if liquids are being moved, the process is termed pinocytosis.

• Exocytosis is the bulk movement of materials via secretory vesicles out of cells.

1.5 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. A downloadable solutions file is also available in the resources tab.

1.5 Quick quiz 1.5 Exercise 1.5 Exam questions

1.5 Exercise

1. What are the four components of the plasma membrane?
2. What is meant by the fluid mosaic model?
3. What are the six functions of proteins in the cell membrane?
4. Compare and contrast the differences between passive and active transport in terms of energy, direction and

part of the membrane passed through.
5. Look at the following cells. Each of them were placed in solutions of differing salt concentrations.

1 2 3

Identify which type of solutions each cell was placed in and why you came to this conclusion.
6. Draw a labelled diagram of the process of endocytosis.
7. By which process do cells of the stomach lining manage to move hydrogen ions out of the cells to produce a

highly acidic gastric secretion?
8. Sucrose cannot cross the plasma membranes of red blood cells, but glucose can. Red blood cells are

immersed in the following solutions:
• a hypertonic sucrose solution
• a hypertonic glucose solution
• a hypotonic sucrose solution
• a hypotonic glucose solution.
a. Which solution would be expected to cause the greatest water loss and shrinkage of the red blood cells?

Explain.
b. Which solution, if any, might cause the red blood cells to burst? Explain.

9. Suggest a possible explanation for the following observations.
a. Proteins can move laterally across the plasma membrane.
b. A person with cystic fibrosis is at high risk of lung infections.
c. Lipophilic substances cross the plasma membrane by simple diffusion, but not charged particles.
d. A baby with cystic fibrosis produces abnormally salty sweat.
e. Persons with a cholera infection suffer severe diarrhoea.
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10. An artificial membrane, composed of a phospholipid bilayer only, was manufactured. Its behaviour was
compared with that of a natural plasma membrane.
Predict if these two membranes might behave in a similar or a different manner when tested for their ability to
allow the following dissolved substances to cross them:
• small lipophilic substances
• charged particles, such as sodium ions
• glucose
• proteins.
Briefly justify each of your decisions.

1.5 Exam questions

Question 1 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2019 Biology Exam, Section A, Q10

MC Large hydrophilic molecules cannot easily cross a plasma membrane due to the presence of which one of
the following molecules in the membrane?
A. proteins
B. cholesterol
C. glycoproteins
D. phospholipids

Question 2 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2018 Biology Exam, Section A, Q1

MC Substances that can move by diffusion directly through the phospholipid bilayer of the plasma membrane
include
A. sodium ions.
B. oxygen molecules.
C. polar protein molecules.
D. ribonucleic acid molecules.

Question 3 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2019 Biology Exam, Section A, Q1

MC Consider the movement of macromolecules across the plasma membrane, as shown in the diagram below.

outside the cell

2

1

3

plasma membrane

vesicle

cytoplasm

macromolecule

Source: Designua/Shutterstock.com

What type of transport is shown?
A. facilitated diffusion
B. simple diffusion
C. endocytosis
D. exocytosis
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Question 4 (1 mark)
Source: VCAA 2017 Biology Exam, Section B, Q1bi

Consider the diagram of a plasma membrane below.

Molecule U

Molecule R

Molecule S Molecule T

intracellular environment

extracellular environment

Source: Jamilia Marini/Shutterstock.com

One of the molecules – Molecule R, Molecule S, Molecule T or Molecule U – contains many amino acids. Circle
the molecule below that contains many amino acids.

Molecule R Molecule S Molecule T Molecule U

Question 5 (1 mark)
Source: Adapted from VCAA 2016 Biology Exam, Section A, Q6

MC Many eukaryotic cells have proteins as part of their
plasma membranes. An experiment was performed
on two different animal cells. The diagrams show the
positions and shapes of two proteins on the
plasma membranes of the two different cells.

These cells were then fused. After one hour, the
plasma membrane of the resulting living cell was
observed. The changed positions of the proteins are
shown.

The redistribution of proteins on the plasma membrane can be explained by
A. the fluid mosaic model.
B. movement due to osmosis.
C. the presence of cholesterol in the plasma membrane.
D. the active transport of proteins across the plasma membrane.

More exam questions are available in your learnON title.
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1.6 Review
1.6.1 Topic summary

Basic structure Cell theory

Type
Prokaryote

Eukaryote

Shape

SA : V ratio

Ribosomes

Organelles for
eukaryotes

Shape = function

Nucleus

Nucleolus

Mitochondria

Endoplasmic
reticulum

Golgi apparatus

Rough ER

Smooth ER

Vesicles

Lysosomes

Peroxisomes

Cytoskeleton

Cilia and �agella

Centrioles

Chloroplasts

Vacuole

Outside the
cell Cell wall

Endosymbiotic
theory

Components

Structure

Functions

Crossing the
membrane

Phospholipids

Proteins

Cholesterol

Carbohydrates

Fluid mosaic model

Active boundary

Cell identity

Receiving external
signals

Transport

Passive

Simple diffusion

Endocytosis

Facilitated
diffusion

Osmosis

Active
Active transport

Bulk transport

Exocytosis

Organelles for
animal cells

Organelles for
plant cells

Structure

Size 

Organelles

The plasma
membrane 

Cells
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Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Worksheet 1.7 Reflection — Topic 1 (ewbk-7200)

Practical investigation eLogbook Practical investigation eLogbook — Topic 1 (elog-0156)

Digital documents Key terms glossary — Topic 1 (doc-34649)
Key ideas summary — Topic 1 (doc-34660)

1.6 Exercises
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. A downloadable solutions file is also available in the resources tab.

1.6 Exercise 1: Review questions
1. Describe the difference between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells.

2. Identify what components all cells share.

3. Outline the key differences between fungi, plant, protist and animal cells.

4. By identifying the key differences and similarities, compare cilia and flagella.

5. Deep in the ocean are superheated thermal vents that reach temperatures of over 120 ºC. The pressures at
these depths are extremely high, yet life can exist here.
a. What kind of organism would you expect to find in these extreme environments?
b. What conditions must exist for life to survive here and how are they met?

6. Suggest explanations for the following observations:
a. Cardiac heart muscle cells have very high numbers of mitochondria.
b. Cells of the skin oil glands that produce and export lipid-rich secretions have large amounts of smooth

endoplasmic reticulum.
c. Mature red blood cells cannot synthesise proteins.
d. One cell type has a very prominent Golgi apparatus, while another cell type appears to lack this organelle.

7. The table shows d ata for two sets of cells of identical shape but of decreasing sizes.

TABLE Dimensions of various cells

Cell Shape Dimensions Surface area Volume SA : V ratio

P Flat sheet 10 × 10 × 0.1 204 10 20.4

Q Flat sheet 5 × 5 × 0.05 51 1.25 40.8

R Flat sheet 1 × 1 × 0.01 2.04 0.01 204

H Sphere Diameter: 10 314.2 523.6 0.6

K Sphere Diameter: 5 78.5 65.5 1.2

L Sphere Diameter: 1.0 3.14 0.52 6

Note: Relative to the first shape in each set, the dimensions of other members of the set are scaled down by a factor of 2 and by a factor of 10.

a. A student stated the same shape scaled down should retain the same SA : V ratio, their reason being ‘the
shapes stay the same’. Do you agree with this student? Explain your decision.

b. With regard to the information in the table, identify how scaling a shape (up or down) affects the SA : V
ratio of a given shape by completing the following sentences:
i. If the size of a given shape is doubled, its SA : V ratio is …
ii. If the size of a given shape is halved, its SA : V ratio is …
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c. A particular shape has an SA : V ratio of 10.
i. What would happen to this ratio if this shape were scaled up by a factor of 5?
ii. What would happen to this ratio if this shape were scaled down by a factor of 2?

d. Another cell, M, is sphere-shaped and has a diameter of 0.5 units. Refer to the table and predict its
SA : V ratio.

e. Consider a different shape, such as a cube or a pyramid, that is changed in scale. Would its SA : V ratio be
expected to follow a similar or a different pattern to that shown by the flat sheets and the spheres?

1.6 Exercise 2: Exam questions

Resourceseses
Resources

Teacher-led videos Teacher-led videos for every exam question

Section A — Multiple choice questions

All correct answers are worth 1 mark each; an incorrect answer is worth 0.

Question 1

A student is given samples that contain different cells. These are shown in the figure.

b.a.

c.

The kingdoms that cells a, b and c belong to, respectively, are

A. Plantae, Animalia and Prokaryotae.

B. Fungi, Protista and Prokaryotae.

C. Protista, Plantae and Animalia.

D. Fungi, Protista and Animalia.
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Use the following information to answer Questions 2–4.

The following diagrams (1, 2, 3 and 4) illustrate different ways that substances move into or out of a cell. W, X, Y
and Z represent structures in the plasma membrane. The concentration of a substance is shown by the number of
particles inside and outside the cell. An arrow shows the direction of movement of the substance. The properties
of each substance are listed in the table.

ATP

Diagram 1

Outside cell

Inside cell
W

Diagram 2 Diagram 3 Diagram 4

X

Y

Z

Symbol for substance ♦ • ∆

hydrophilic hydrophilic hydrophilic

small small small
non-polar non-polar polar

Properties of each
substance

charged uncharged uncharged

Question 2

Source: Adapted from VCAA 2020 Biology Exam, Section A, Q1

Structure W represents a

A. phospholipid bilayer.

B. channel protein.

C. carrier protein.

D. glycoprotein.

Question 3

Source: Adapted from VCAA 2020 Biology Exam, Section A, Q2

It is reasonable to state that

A. diagram 1 could represent carbon dioxide exiting a leaf cell during photosynthesis.

B. diagram 2 could show facilitated diffusion of urea out of an active muscle cell.

C. diagram 3 could represent pumping potassium ions into a cell.

D. diagram 4 could represent oxygen diffusing into a blood cell.
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Question 4

Source: Adapted from VCAA 2020 Biology Exam, Section A, Q3

Consider the fluid mosaic model of the plasma membrane.

It is correct to state that

A. structure W changes shape to actively transport substances.

B. multiples of structure X move during endocytosis.

C. structure Y transports lipid-based hormones.

D. structure Z is the most abundant membrane molecule.

Question 5

Source: VCAA 2016 Biology Exam, Section A, Q5

The diagrams below represent three of the major macromolecule groups in living things.

Group A Group B Group C

If a sample of a macromolecule from Group C were chemically analysed, you would expect to find that it contains

A. amino acids and phosphate.

B. fatty acids and phosphate.

C. amino acids only.

D. glucose.

Question 6

Source: VCAA 2016 Biology Exam, Section A, Q7

In animal cells, tight junctions are multi-protein complexes that mediate cell-to-cell adhesion and regulate
transport through the extracellular matrix. Proteins that form these complexes are made within the cell.

One pathway for the production of protein for these junctions is

A. nucleus – ribosome – Golgi apparatus – vesicle – endoplasmic reticulum.

B. nucleus – ribosome – endoplasmic reticulum – vesicle – Golgi apparatus.

C. nucleus – vesicle – endoplasmic reticulum – Golgi apparatus – ribosome.

D. nucleus – vesicle – Golgi apparatus – ribosome – endoplasmic reticulum.
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Question 7

Source: VCAA 2010 Biology Exam 1, Section A, Q21

Solute Q moves across the plasma membrane via protein channels. Solute R moves across the plasma membrane
by simple diffusion. The rate of movement of each solute into a cell is recorded and graphed. The results are
shown in the following graph.

rate of movement

of solute

across membrane

(arbitrary units)

solute concentration outside the cell

(arbitrary units)

solute Q

solute R

It would be reasonable to conclude that

A. solute Q is lipid soluble.

B. solute Q saturates the protein channels.

C. the gradient of the graph for solute R will increase as the temperature decreases.

D. as solute R is metabolised within a cell, its rate of movement across the membrane decreases.

Question 8

Nerve impulses involve several movements of sodium ions in different directions across the plasma membrane of
a nerve cell, according to the following steps:

i. Before a nerve impulse occurs, sodium ions are more concentrated in the extracellular fluid outside the cell
than inside the cell.

ii. During transmission of the nerve impulse, sodium ions flood into the nerve cell from the extracellular fluid.

iii. After the impulse has passed, the original concentration of sodium ions is restored to its high concentration
outside the cell by a process that moves sodium ions out of the cell.

Which process is responsible for environments i, ii and iii, respectively?

A. Simple diffusion, facilitated diffusion, active transport

B. Facilitated diffusion, active transport, facilitated diffusion

C. Active transport, simple diffusion, active transport

D. Active transport, facilitated diffusion, active transport
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Question 9

A scientist carried out an experiment to determine the time it took for a cell to manufacture proteins from amino
acids. The scientist provided the cell with radioactively labelled amino acids and then tracked them through the
cell to establish the time at which protein synthesis commenced. He monitored the cell at 5 minutes, 20 minutes
and 40 minutes after production started, in order to track the proteins from the site of synthesis to a point in the
cell from which they were discharged from the cell.

The scientist made an image of the cell at each of these times but forgot to mark each image with its correct time.
The images are provided. The location of the radioactivity is shown by the green spots.

a. b. c.

Which of the following gives the correct order of the images?

A. a, b, c

B. c, b, a

C. c, a, b

D. b, a, c

Question 10

Endosymbiosis is the theory that explains how eukaryotic cells originated from prokaryotic cells. This process is
illustrated in the figure.

Anaerobic

eukaryotic

cell

Early aerobic

eukaryotic

cell

Nucleus

Mitochondria

Endoplasmatic

reticulum

Aerobic

proteobacterium

The evidence that would not support the theory of endosymbiosis would be

A. mitochondria reproduce through a process called binary fission, like prokaryotes.

B. mitochondria have DNA very similar to nuclear DNA.

C. mitochondria, when removed from a eukaryotic cell, are still able to reproduce independently to the cell.

D. mitochondria have a double membrane.
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Section B — Short answer questions

Question 11 (5 marks)

a. Describe how the distribution of genetic material in prokaryotic cells differs from eukaryotic cells. 3 marks

b. A student said that the cell they were viewing using a microscope was a photosynthetic plant cell. What two
features of the cell would the student be able to see that enabled them to reach this conclusion? 2 marks

Question 12 (3 marks)

An experiment was carried out on three groups of identical cells. All cells were immersed in isotonic solution at the
start of the experiment. The solution that two of the groups of cells were immersed in was then changed.

The results of the experiment are shown.

Group 1 cells

Before the

experiment

After the

experiment

Group 2 cells Group 3 cells

Explain the appearance of the three groups of cells at the end of the experiment.

Question 13 (6 marks)

The image is of an organelle found in cells.

a. Name the organelle. 1 mark

b. What is its function? 1 mark

c. Give an example of a mammalian cell that would:

i. possess this organelle in high numbers 1 mark

ii. not have any of these organelles. 1 mark

d. Would this organelle be found in prokaryotic cells? Explain your response. 2 marks
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Question 14 (5 marks)

The following table shows d ata for three different shapes, each having the same volume. (Where necessary,
figures have been rounded.)

TABLE Dimensions, surface area and volume of three different cells

Cell Shape Dimensions Surface area Volume SA : V ratio

A Flat sheet 10 × 10 × 0.1 204 10 20.4

B Cube 2.15 × 2.15 × 2.15  28 10  2.8

C Sphere Diameter: 1.67  22 10  2.2

a. Which cell (A, B or C) would be most efficient in moving required materials into and removing wastes from the
cell? Explain. 2 marks

b. What biological consequence could a low SA : V ratio have on a cell? 2 marks

c. Identify one way in which a cell might retain its overall shape, but greatly increase its surface area with a
minimal increase in volume. 1 mark

Question 15 (10 marks)

Sterile saline (NaCl) solutions, with or without glucose, may be used to treat a person in certain circumstances.
The treatment may be delivered either orally or directly into a vein by intravenous infusion. The normal salinity level
of body cells and the surrounding extracellular fluid is 0.9 per cent sodium chloride.

Fluids that might be administered include:
• normal-strength saline solution with 0.9 per cent saline, with solutes in balance with normal body fluids,

making the solution isotonic
• half-strength saline solution with 0.45 per cent salt, with fewer electrolytes, making it hypotonic to body

fluids; or
• double-strength saline, with greater than 0.9 per cent dissolved solutes, making it hypertonic to body fluids.

Infusion of an intravenous saline drip is performed by
experienced medical professionals who decide which saline
strength should be used, whether the solution should also
include glucose, and calculate the correct rate of flow for the
particular patient.

A patient (MM) is in urgent need of treatment following blood loss. To increase the circulating blood volume and
raise the blood pressure, an emergency treatment — while waiting on blood typing results — might be the
intravenous infusion of a saline solution.
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a. Would you expect the saline solution selected for this purpose to be:

A. isotonic

B. hypotonic

C. hypertonic?

Explain your decision. 2 marks

b. The treatment was given intravenously. Would it be equally effective if given by mouth (orally)?
Briefly explain. 2 marks

c. i. Another patient (NN) is suffering from severe dehydration and salt loss. A possible treatment in this case
involves administration of a sterile saline solution.
Would you predict the saline solution used in this case to be:

A. isotonic

B. hypotonic

C. double strength?

Explain your decision. 2 marks

ii. Is glucose likely to be included in the saline? Explain your decision. 2 marks

d. Another patient (PP) is immobilised in bed recovering from an operation. PP is given an infusion of an
intravenous saline drip in order to prevent edema; that is, an accumulation of excess extracellular fluid in his
body tissues.
Would you predict the saline solution to be:

A. normal strength

B. half strength

C. double strength?

Explain your decision. 2 marks

1.6 Exercise 3: Biochallenge

Resourceseses
Resources

eWorkbook Biochallenge — Topic 1 (ewbk-8071)

Solutions Solutions — Topic 1 (sol-0646)

Test maker
Create unique tests and exams from our extensive range of questions, including past VCAA questions.
Access the assignments section in learnON to begin creating and assigning assessments to students.
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Online Resources Resources

Below is a full list of rich resources available online for this topic. These resources are designed to bring ideas to life,
to promote deep and lasting learning and to support the different learning needs of each individual.

eWorkbook

1.1 eWorkbook — Topic 1 (ewbk-2290) ⃞
1.2 Worksheet 1.1 Exploring cells (ewbk-7186) ⃞
1.3 Worksheet 1.2 Surface area to volume ratio

(ewbk-7188) ⃞
1.4 Worksheet 1.3 Cells and their organelles

(ewbk-7190) ⃞
1.5 Worksheet 1.4 Structure of the plasma membrane

(ewbk-7192) ⃞
Worksheet 1.5 Function of the plasma membrane
(ewbk-7194) ⃞
Worksheet 1.6 Transport across the membrane
(ewbk-7196) ⃞

1.6 Worksheet 1.7 Reflection — Topic 1 (ewbk-7200) ⃞
Biochallenge — Topic 1 (ewbk-8071) ⃞

Solutions

1.6 Solutions — Topic 1 (sol-0646) ⃞

Practical investigation eLogbook

1.1 Practical investigation eLogbook — Topic 1
(elog-0156) ⃞

1.2 Investigation 1.1 Cells under the microscope
(elog-0774) ⃞

1.3 Investigation 1.2 What limits the size of cells?
(elog-0776) ⃞

1.4 Investigation 1.3 Viewing and staining cells
(elog-0778) ⃞

1.5 Investigation 1.4 Modelling the properties of the
plasma membrane (elog-0780) ⃞
Investigation 1.5 Diffusion across the membrane
(elog-0782) ⃞
Investigation 1.6 Osmosis in action (elog-0784) ⃞

Digital documents

1.1 Key science skills — VCE Biology Units 1–4
(doc-34648) ⃞
Key terms glossary — Topic 1 (doc-34649) ⃞
Key ideas summary — Topic 1 (doc-34660) ⃞

1.4 Extension: Protein production (doc-35857) ⃞
Extension: Cellular respiration (doc-35858) ⃞
Extension: Diseases associated with lysosomes and
peroxisomes (doc-36011) ⃞
Extension: Photosynthesis (doc-35859) ⃞

1.5 Extension: Major histocompatibility complex
(doc-35860) ⃞
Extension: Ion concentrations in cystic fibrosis
(doc-35856) ⃞

Teacher-led videos

Exam questions — Topic 1 ⃞
1.2 Sample problem 1 Identifying bacterium cells

(tlvd-1737) ⃞

Sample problem 2 Identifying types of cells
(tlvd-1738) ⃞

1.3 Sample problem 3 Surface area to volume ratios
of cells (tlvd-1739) ⃞

1.4 Sample problem 4 Compare the nucleus and
the nucleolus (tlvd-1740) ⃞
Sample problem 5 Writing a hypothesis and a
conclusion (tlvd-1741) ⃞
Sample problem 6 Designing a decomposition
reaction (tlvd-1742) ⃞

1.5 Sample problem 7 Identifying features of the
plasma membrane (tlvd-1743) ⃞

Video eLessons

1.2 Living organisms are made of cells (eles-4165) ⃞
1.4 Cells and organelles (eles-0054) ⃞
1.5 Phagocytosis (eles-2444) ⃞

Mechanisms of membrane transport (eles-2463) ⃞

Interactivities

1.5 Movement across membranes (int-0109) ⃞

Weblink

1.4 Pompe disease ⃞

Teacher resources

There are many resources available exclusively for teachers
online

To access these online resources, log on to www.jacplus.com.au
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